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Deck the halls
with safe decor
By KIJZABETH PAI.MKK BAI.I.
This year a number of changes have
been made in the rales concerning the
use of decuutium in dormitories thai
will put certain restrictions on the type
of decorations and the materiak they
are made out of. There are also
restrictions as to where they can be
used
These restrictions apply for the most
part to the public areas of the dormitories.
Decorations are not to cover or be
attached to hallway ceilings, light
fixtures, vents or grills. Nor can they
restrict the normal access or exit
capabilities of doors hallways or
stairways.
Electric light decorations need to be
approved by Underwriters Laboratory
or Factory Mutual and cannot have
extensive extension cord plug-ins.
Decorations included in the restriction are live Christmas trees or greens,
ordinary crepe paper decorations and
pyroxylin plastic decorations.
All dormitory decorations must be

proven flame-retardent. The proof of
this may be obtained in two different
ways.
Students should only use materials
that have been tested and approved as
flame-resistant according to the
National Fire Prevention Associations
Standard Methods of Fire Tests for
Flame Resistant Textiles and Films,"
or tested and approved by another
comparable procedure.
A copy of the test results is required to
be filed with the University's Safety
Office, along with a listing of
specifically where and how the material
is to he used in the dormitory.
In cases where this Information is not
available the Safety Office will run a
flame-resistance test on the decoration
material. 'They must" meet our standards." said Larry Westbrook,
University safety coordinator.
The safety office must be contacted
and arrangements made for the test.
According to Westbrook. "I'll be
sending out safety inspectors next week
to check the hallways for any dangerous
decorations." No decoration is to be
used until it is approved by the Safety
Office

I

Court dismisses
assault charges
There goes the sun

-

IpKoto by DOUG FRUCHTENICHT)

questioned a* the sun gracefully sets on the horizon. However, on ther other side
of the camera, life goes on at a pace that sometimes seems to contradict nature

In this photograph taken from Commonwealth Hall, the existence of life can be

Caucus confronts sexism, racism
and their positions and conducts a
luncheon, meeting for all those interested each Friday.

■v YVONNE 1.. EDMONDS
Staff Writer
The University Women's Caucus,
primarily women faculty and staff
members, recently held Its first
The "need for a visible women's
group on Eastern Kentucky University
camp— m the I—— for our existence."
said Mary Neikirk. assistant professor
■n the department of physical education
and chairperson of the newly-farmed
Women's Caucus.
.
The Women's Caucus Is interested in
wide-spread representation of women

Come on...

;

According to Neikirk. the most interest has been shown by women.
"Membership, as a whole, varies
from week to week." she said, "and the
age range for participants are pretty
wide."
Members at large are centered
around different levels or positions in
the various colleges.
"We have instructors, professors end
chairmen of departments interested in
the caucus." said Neikirk.
In the area of position and rank.

ya got it

V EXfMfr*»!:?9-%2H an interest in tne o...

.

"Naturally, you become a target
when you speak up for what you believe
in." said Neikirk
"Some become a little reluctant to get
involved because they don't know what
it is all about." she said
The operation within the power
structure is the key to organizing a
group as such. "The Women's Caucus."
said Neikirk. "will learn the game plan
and operate within it."
According
to
Neikirk.
"The
organization, as it now exists, is
primarily faculty and staff, therefore,
the members of the Women's Caucus
wish to develop a strong commitment
before merging to open its membersip
to students."
A passible project in the future of the
Women's Caucus focuses on the circulation guidelines for "non-sexist"
language in publications
"We are not out to censor print, but to
change it and add to it." said Neikirk.
"When represented in articles, one
should be represented fairly." she said.
"At some points, women are degraded
or totally ignored

darn, ya jerks . . .

The third individual charged in
connection with the incident. Bruce Cox,
had charges of third-degree assualt and
harassment dismissed against him one
week earlier, on Nov. 15.

Two University students had taken
out warrants against the three
University athletes in connection with
an alleged assault that reportedly occurred on Sept 21 near Ellendale Hall.
The students. Scott Adams and
Raymond Williams, claimed they were
assaulted and named Neal. Cox and
Stuckey as their assailants when they
reported the alleged incident to campus
security.
The three football players had
maintained their innocence and pleaded
not guiltv at a pre-trial hearing on Oct.
II.
The case had been continued twice,
before it was finally decided and
brought to a conclusion last week in
District Court

Pre-registration begins Monday
In accordance with the trial pre-registration plan, all undergraduate students having no more than six hours of deficiencies at
mid-term may pre-register beginning Monday, Dec. 4.
Nursing students, in addition, must have at least a "C" or better
at mid-term in all nursing and supporting courses to pre-register.
Graduate students may pre-register if they have no mid-term
"F's" and not more than one "D."
The pre-registration period will be extended thru Friday, Dec. 8.
The schedule for obtaining packets is as follows:
Monday
8:90- 11:90 a.m.
S-Z

1-4:30 p.m.

A-D

Tuesday

8:30-11:30 a.m.
1-4:30 p.m.

E-K
L-R

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

8:30 a.m.
1-4:30 p.m.

ya blew it!

All
eligible
students

(photos by Scott

ona*y ...,:. ^ashman Ron Rogers, a wfldrhV mamegoment major from oardington.
:

n

Neikirk expressed that not many
women are in high positions here.
"The caucus is concentrating its work
lo encourage women into higher
positions." she said.
Sexism and racism, two major topics
of the group, are centered around
language and positions
"In viewing television programs,
sexism in language exists, and these
programs are not totally unhias." said
Neikirk. "Sexism and racism have a tot
of parallel and this movement offers a
tot to both."
According to Neikirk. people are
under I he impression that the
University Women's Caucus opens its
membership to women only.
"It is hard to convey that fact that the
movement is not just tor women, but
open to anyone that is interested in its
cause." said Neikirk. "This movement
ran aid in helping men get out of their
stereotypes."
Some male faculty members on
campus are supportive of the Women's
Caucus, but on the other hand, some
male and female faculty members feel
threatened.

Rv ROM DOLLAR
Staff Writer
Charges against three University
football players, which arose from an
alleged Sept. 21 incident, were
dismissed in Madison County District
Court
Dean Stuckey. charged
with
harassment and terroristic threatening
and David Neat, charged with thirddegree assault and terroristic
threatening, had charges against them
dismissed on Nov. 22.

1
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Editorials
Athletes

How far do their privileges go
Athletes getting special treatment
from the University, especially those
athletes on scholarship, has long
been an accusation often made.
Athletes supposedly get extra
food and special consideration when
it comes to missing classes.
Athletes live, in most cases, in
separate housing facilities. They cat
on a meal plan. Often these arc at
University expense, as is the cost of
tuition and books.

football players in Madison County
District Conrt. Two of the football
players were charged with alleged
assault and terroristic threatening
and the other was charged with
alleged harrasment and third degree
assault.

But why all the continuences for
the defense and none for the
prosecution?
Last spring a University athlete
was convicted of unlawfully taking
six dollars from a parse in the
Horary. He was sentenced to 30 days
The charges stem from an alleged in the county jail by the Madison
incident which occurred Sept. 21* County Circuit Court. Probation
near Ellendale Hall, where two was applied for and denied.
University students claimed they
After serving two days of the
were assaulted by the athletes.
sentence, probation was granted.
On Oct. II the football players
In 1976 the sports editor of the
These students, and they are pleaded not guilty. The athletes
Post, the student newspaper of Ohio
students first and athletes second, went to trial in early November.
spend great amounts .r«f time Three times they were given
University, discovered that several
"star" football players took illegal
practicing, for the benefit of the coruinuences until Nov. 22 when
drugs before and after the game.
school.
' chaiges were dropped on two of
The story made the wire of United
Sports bring a lot of money into them. The other had charges against
Press International but never made
the University. The football game him dropped Nov. 15.
the docket of Athens County courts.
against Western Kentucky which
was aired on regional television
The university and the local pohec
It has been reported that the main
brought the University thousands of witness for the prosecution refused refused to look into the matter and
dollars.
to check her mail so she would not the sports editor was criticized for
But how far should these special get the subpeona for the Nov. 22 the story.
The same judge presided over the
priviledges go?
continuence. This is the reason the
Charges have recently bee* charge i were dropped; lack of two cases. When he was asked why
the continuences were given and
dropped against three University aaananft.

Arts and
humanities
have a
place in
colleges

It seems as though no one had
anything to do with the case of the I
athlete who was caught taking |
money from a purse in the library.
No one teemed to know who was|
responsible for the cane.
No one could answer why he
given probation after he was
enied.
How far do privileges for athletes
go? Separate housing and extra
food are fine; misuse of the court
system is not.

Sarah
Warren

Cults offer security from
outside world
Bv JIM THOMASON

Job philosophy

There is something wrong with coaege disillusioned and with no
college these days. It has to do with real leads for jobs.
Some people contend we are jast
the times. CoBeges have lost sight of
their true purpose. They've lost their bring realistic now. that a degree
doesn't mean what it used to and
identity.
A college used to be a place where students need to specialire in a
people went to learn . . . really learn certain field to make a.
Since they are right ia these
. . . about life. Great works of
literature, an and music were points, we listen aad follow their
advice. We major ia electronic data
discussed, philosophy and
and legal secretary,
wercstudied.
and joaraaaaa No
People went to college not SO
much to act a degree, but jo learn more of mis majoring ia philoshow to think. They wanted to better ophy, the jobs are ia the technical
understand the complexities and or medical Fields.
These days, one needs to have a
pi obit PIS of the world and they were
searching for fotfiSntent in a world skat or know a trade, they say. As
one professor said after hearing the
with few values.
But tames and people have University had decided to offer a
changed. For the most part, we now major in religion. "Now what kind
come to college to get a degree, to of job can a person gel with a major
we can get a job and have a in reunion?"
The situation seems a little sad.
successful future.
Many people would say there is t*"«g*»i when one thinks back . . .
10 years. During the sixties.
nothing wrong with this philosophy,
students aad young people
iwfehthe
this very type of
i of getting a job is practical
on "successful careen.**
of
looked at their
job
I at society. Their fathers
markets.
I ia thek jobs but had
Too many people have ignored
this phiospby m the past, they say, ulcers. Their aunuaul were coping
of studying with their jobs by taking vanums.
They wanted no part of this success.

■
in*
an
The first national tragedy that
many of today's university students
remember through their own experience was the assasination of
President John F. Kennedy in
Dallas. Tex. ia November of 1963.
What would follow was uncertain, IS years later in a small village
ia South America; Jonestown,
Guyana. Over 900 people would
willingly or by force commit suicide,
following the command of their
leader, the Rev. Jim Jones. g
oaiaagnJmmcmmlic*, they took
vJa* Sw** ftf %U*S- -Senator and three
journalists.
What happened during those IS
years between November. 1963 and
November. 1978 when our whole
was shaken with disillusion

They wanted to have InaaaaaJJ lives,
not successful careers.
It was during these times that
students reverted back to the study
of arts and hantanaies. But for
some reason this "higher conscious
ncss" didn't bat. Their philosophy
on life became corny aad these
radicals eventually joined the
aaaauuuml rat race they had defied.
An emphasis placed on going to
college to get a job docs have its
benefits though. By encouraging
students to plan their careers and to
be practical ia i luting cobeae
courses, teachers, parents aad
friends really do help students in the
building of their futures.
But an emphasis placed on
employment, which in turn discourages an mterea in the humanities, in
creativity, expression and fulfillment may be less beneficial to young
people in the long run. After all, the
Renaissance occurred during a time
of great unemployment in Europe.
Students need to fed free to
express themselves and to study arts
and humanities without criticism or
apprehension.
Students shouldn't be so afnbd of
umemntoyamat that they forget
what life is aB about. A desire to
learn and to eajoy life are also
important parts of Etc. Creativity,
thought aad values can heap people
achieve this knowledge and happiness.
A "good job" hat always

foaowing the death of Kennedy,
Lyndon B. Johnson would be
appointed president, the 35th.
His leadership would lead to the
escalation of our involvement in
Then came the assasination of
Sen. Robert Kennedy, on his way to
a possible presidential election and
the assasination of Dr. Martin
Luther King. Jr. during a complex
time of racial strife; a time when
there was righting in die streets
between blacks and whites.
Our campuses were en gu 1 fed with
protest against VS. involvement in
Vietnam. Draft cards were burned
and young men fled to Canada and
foreign uaaaaaul to avoid
going to war for something that
everyone but our military and

government officials seemed to
knoa was wrong. Despite the deaths
of four college students at Kent
State, shot down by their own
national guard, the war overseas
continued to worsen.
By the time our leaders decided to
get the country out of Vietnam, it
was too late, too many lives had
been lost without purpose. Too
many lies had been stuffed down
our throats.
Then the real leader came into
focus, voted ia by a hmrhJinV to
serve his second term, the incumbaat Piesideut Richard Nixon gave
us the Watenjme era and mare lies..
It was dear that the prosperous
60's were over, spiritually as wei as ,
economically.
The affects of distrust arc
apparent. People have been speaking of and lending to be more
pessimistic about life, society and
government.
When society turns away from its
original forms of security, the
traditional church, family and
government, other forms of belief
become increasingly attractive.
Religious and social cults and
organizations offer this air of safety
within their groups.
You are not necessarily alone if
you are a part of some function and
involved with others. But many
people today rely on this type of
structure for their spiritual and
social needs.
Decisions are influenced by
beliefs of the group and in this dose
uaaaaTmat is the tranaary for
people to reject other viewpoints or
opinions.

This type of activity is not
uncommon. Many religious and
social cults control the thinking,
decisions and actions of their
followers.
Are these people or their
followers a reflection of our society?
Are we no longer working as a
society together? Has the events of
recent history undermined the
values and strengths of our culture?
Could the family circle that
today's authorities ay is falling
apart be a contributing factor?
Not all followers of cults are
criminals or prostitutes. Some are.
but many ananas are 'caldten of
concerned parents who are crying
for help.
Such crys have gone unheard and
the results of one story is now well
known.
What could have been done to
prevent the mass suicides and
murders that occurred in Jonestown?
Should the U.S. Justice Department investigate such cuhs as the
Jim Jones' People's Temple to
prevent any further incidents?
The time has come to realize the
belief of American superiority is
false. Our economic status does not
necessarily reflect the inner strength
of the people as a nation.
Do we lack real values to bond
citizens together, because of increasing cynicism?
We must accept yesterday's
history and learn from its tragedies.
The U.S. must accept it nonetheless
to avert further incidents of this
kind
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Important story
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News/Features

Mass suicides and murder

Death comes to the Golden Gate
~\

Lisa
Renshaw
San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO - The city Through the years of recruitment,
with the golden gate bridge that still Jones built up his following by
uses trolley cars for mass transit. It's fighting for black causes, establishthe city where Karl Maiden fights ing soup lines for the poor and
crime, especially in the infamous rehabilitating drug addicts and prosChinatown. It's the city where Tony titutes.
Bennett left his heart and where
The mass suicide followed the
people openly admit to their "gay" death of Rep. Leo Ryan. D-Calif.,
lifestyle. It's the city where Rice-a- several newsmen, and a defecting
roni is a treat.
cult member who were ambushed at
Last week the city found itself an airstrip as they were leaving
trying to cope with the 910 mass Guyana. Ryan had gone to Jonessuicide victims in Guyana. The town, Guyana to inspect for himself
People's Temple cult, which most the conditions of the people in the
victims were members of, was People's Temple cult.
originally based in San Francisco.
Most of the mass suicide victims
Jim Jones, the cult's leader, used drank a kool-aid flavored poison,
his charisma to entice people into believed to have been cyanide. Cult
leader Jones and three others died of
the cult by promising them a Utopia.

gunshot wounds. Although many
surviving cult members claimed that
Jones wouldn't have killed himself,
dental and medical records proved
the body was Jones.
It's hard to imagine how people
could become so dedicated to a
belief, in a religion, to one man, that
they would voluntarily kill themselves.
According to surviving members
of the cult, a mass suicide ritual was
planned and practiced approximately a year ago. So if these people
knew what was being planned, why
didn't they leave?
Many who wanted to leave the
cult were forced into staying. There
are reports that people who showed
signs of losing interest in the cult
and in Jones were severly beaten.
Other reports emphasized that cult
members were worked to exhaustion
and didn't have the strength to go
against Jones.
Jones held a great deal of
influence in the politics of San
Francisco. Politicians wanted Jones'
support because of the number of
voters Jones could persuade. Jones
was even appointed to the city's
housing authority by the mayor.
Now, just a short time after the

Guyana suicides, San Francisco is
having to cope with another problem. Mayor George Moscone, the
same mayor who appointed Jones to
the housing authority, was killed
Monday morning at 11 a.m., along
with a top city official, Harvey
Milk.
Former city supervisor, Dan
White, was arrested 45 minutes later
and charged with the shooting
deaths.
Milk, a city supervisor and
political advasary of White's and a
self proclaimed homosexual, was in
White's old office when he was shot.
City officials said that White had
resigned from the Board of Supervisors Nov. 10 but had later asked for
his job back. Supposedly, White
was again in the mayor's office
asking for his reappointment. Apparently Moscone said no.
San Francisco, the city where the
unusual qualitites are normal and
usual. A city of great historical
value. Pelican Island, Fisherman's
Wharf, Alacatraz, and the constant
threat of an earthquake that could
destroy the city.
But at the moment San Francisco
has to deal with the deaths of over
900 people.

Commentary

Finals dampen holiday spirit
Bv ELIZABETH PALMER-BALL
News Editor
One of the most frustrating times
during the school year is the three week
period between the Thanksgiving and
Christmas holidays. Students find
themselves caught up in the final rush to
get projects finished up. term papers
written and the textbook chapters read
that they have put off for the past
month
What really makes this time hard is
that there is so much going on for
i^.^

students to participate in. The dorms
are having parties and decorating their
Christmas trees. Other organizations
are having dinners and parties. The
University-wide activities include "The
Messiah." the Hanging of the Greens
< Why are they always the Sunday before
finals) and the madrigal feast. It tends
to be a bit hard to ignore the Christmas
spirit and get down to studying. After
all. "tis the season to be jolly."
It is all really a matter of getting
priorities straight iclasswork really
should come first). That shouldn't be too

,o

By BETTY ANN COINS
What hi yoar opinion of stadeat evaluation of teachers?
(ptMXO by STEVE SHOWN)

hard but the fact is that it is tough to be
typing away at a 20-page paper while
the rest of the dorm is having a trim the
tree party.
At the beginning of every semester
most students say they aren't going to
leave everything to the last minute like
they did last year, but somehow those
Thursday nights downtown add up.
What are students to do? Unfortunately not much. Just get it
together the best they can and try to
reach a happy medium. Admittedly it is
a minor impossibility and it is doubtful

that many students ever achieve this
goal
I'o the freshmen who are going
through this for the first time don't
worry to much, many have lived
through this before. Most students
forget the whole thing when they get
home and the holiday mood sets in.
The most anyone can do is to try not to
let the work get to them, hope that the
next three weeks go by fast, and pray
that their instructors are full of
Christmas cheer when they grade the
finals.

Fine arts
should be a part
of education —
ByJANETJACOBS
Gaest Writer
"The arts need to become more active, more a part of the political arena,"
according to Gene Wenner, arts
education coordinator in the U.S. Office
of Education. Wenner spoke on the
"Status of Arts in Education" last week
as part of the University Center Board's
lecture series.
Wenner maintained that the basic
problem with art in education is that
"we have not effectively enough begun
to realize that art is politics and that
education is politics." He believes that if
the demand for art education were
made and negotiated, the status of the
arts would rise.
At the present, two basic feelings on
the arts exist. In the schools, especially
on the elementary level, programs are
being reduced and support withdrawn.
Yet in the community, arts are expanding, bringing new interest,
availability and opportunity.
The establishment of State Arts
Councils in every state brings funds
which at least match the federal money
allocated to community programs. Not
only tax dollars, but also outside arts
organizations are supporting arts at
new levels.
However, school programs are being
cut back. The "back to basics"

movement, which places emphasis on
reading, writing and arithmetic, rejects
art as a necessary skill. Since many
programs are isolated from the community, no protest is made to uphold the
curriculum and it dies.
The Office of Education is trying to
bring arts in focus at all levels of
education. Wenner's job is to find new
ways to include art in school schedules.
He said he feels art can be linked to
other educational concerns such as
special education and handicapped
students.
Wenner, who is credited as a composer, perfomer, conductor, theatre
director, author, and consultant on the
arts, believes increased support from
professional, a greater awareness of the
fine arts, and an increase in money are
necessary for better quality programs
in the schools.
Congress has designated a $20 million
top level for 1979 and the four succeeding years because it felt art should
be an "essential and vital" componenent of everyone's education. This
verdict was "long overdue" according
to Wenner.
•
Though the new arts education
coordinator has a lot of lobbying and
politicizing to do to spread this
viewpoint, he said he is encouraged
about the new opportunities it provides
and the future of arts in education.

Shauna Bradley, a 19 - year - old fashion merchandising major from Louisville,
was crowned as the 1978 Miss Ebony queen Friday, Nov. 17 in Model schools'
auditorium.

1978 Miss Ebony crowned
Bv YVONNE L. EDMONDS
SUH Writer
Curiosity, excitement, and anticipation filled the dark auditorium.
A beam of light, gradually becoming
brighter, accented the exquisite outfits
of the master and mistress of
ceremonies for the evening's affair.
As the smooth, mellow beat of
Maestro White filled the air, thirteen
beautiful black women strolled across a
backdrop of oasis and paradise: an
Alpha Paradise; Encore.
This was the setting for the 1978 "Miss
Ebony Pageant" sponsored by Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
The contestants, ages ranging from 18
to 21. were judged on intelligence,
beauty, poise and talent.
Shauna Bradley, a 19-year-old
sophomore from Louisville, was
crowned "Miss Ebony, 1978."
Bradley, a fashion merchandising
major, attended Cosmopolitan III
modeling school in Louisville. Zoli and
Ford Agencies, affiliated with Seventeen magazine in New York City, have
received Bradley as a prospect for interviewing.
Bradley's future endeavors include

becoming a professional model and
owning her own fashion shop and
agency.
Bradley's wardrobe was compliments
of Mixed Emotions Boutique here in
Richmond.
Angela Walker, 19, a junior general
business major from Lexington, placed
as first runner-up in the pageant.
Second and third place trophies were
awarded to JoAnn Rutledge and Joetta
Walker respectively.
Rutledge. 21, is a corrections major
from Dayton, Ohio and Walker, 19, is a
broadcasting major from Mount
Sterling.
Murial Bradley, an 18-year-old freshmen majoring in secondary education
from Pikeville, was named "Miss
Congeniality."
Compliments are acknowledged to
Circumstances for scenery, and Catos
and Spare Change clothing stores for
various wardrobes provided.
The Barbara Hunter Scholarship of
$ioo was awarded to Nanette Nichols, a
freshman from Radcliffe.
This scholarship, awarded each year,
is in honor of Barbara Hunter, the first
black and first woman to graduate from
the University with a chemistry degree

New course offers help
in relating with others
A new course has been established to
assist students in gaining self confidence and in relating more effectively
with others. Offered in connection with
the Counseling Center, the new course is
entitled "Interpersonal Effectiveness
Seminar" (GSC 198).
Students taking the course will be
exposed to learning experiences
designed to promote assertiveness and
values clarification as well as effective
decision making and life management
skills
Students will attend GCS 198 one hour
per week for the entire semester. Five
sections will be offered at the following
times:

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

FX
GX
OX
PX
UX

- 1 p.m. Wednesday
- 2:15 p.m. Wednesday
- 9:IS a.m. Thursday
-10:30 a.m. Tuesday
- 3:30 p.m. Tuesday

Students may register for GCS 198
during pre-registration or during
regular registration in January.
However, in order to register for the
course, an interview with the Director of
the Counseling Center will be required.
Interviews may be scheduled for the
week of pre-registration by contacting
Karen Stefanov. 622-2241, who will also
be available to answer any questions
regarding the course.

Insomniacs like to take the pill
Somewhere around 12 to IS per
That's because most hypnotics
cent of tbe population in an really screw up the normal stages of
industrial country has trouble sleep- sleep. There are five stages that need
ing. That is 15 to 20 million to come in something like a set
Americans. The figure is weighted sequence.
on the side of age, but it is still
Sleep is an active, cyclic physioamply large enough to be of interest
to college students.
Over-the-counter medications
have little effect on sleep. Apart
from giving the feeling that "someChristy Parsons,
senior
Joe Orrender, junior - public
thing is being done," they may
recreation. Spencer. W. Va.
rrlaUons. Louisville.
"I
think
it's
really
good,
because
cause daytime drowsiness due to the
"It could be a really good idea. If
antihistamines in them^an convince
the students take it seriously enough it gives the teachers a chance to find
people that their insomnia is actualto be effective and if the teachers take out how they're doing in the class and
gives, the students a chance, to ex-, i ly worse than it really is.
it seriously. But If the students realize itprSs
themselves."
*■
ji
that teachers aren't going to take it.
Twenty-seven million' prejerip-.
seriously fhen they won't either."
etf"»$ were written for hypnotics in *»|
Paul Travis, junior - ludaslriri arts,
1V76*Barbhuates accounted fc« 2C
i Madd. nenfSF"^ psfmeai Covlarton.
. pe.- cent of these. While hypnotics
Owensboro. .
"I think it's a good thing but I really
^^jriierswUlAtte tfc-. , Ihr^'re don't think teachers pay iimch* at- +m,-*z'—~'- TrUcine, Insomniacs
who.take them are WORSE of f after logic function., SI ■ _ >»«£ratories
guuo^Mft if teachers don't tention to it. And a lot of times, if a
to look at them there's no sense student likes the teacher he'll give
two weeks, because they sleep a take night-long readings of the brain
ving them I wish the teachers him a good evaluation but if he doesn't
whole lot worse than if they had waves, eye movements, electric'
would take them to heart."
he won't."
, never started them and then they muscular activity and respirator and
cardiac variables of volunteers
must face withdrawal.

(Wired like astronauts, they must
be!)
The first breakdown is into rapid
eye movement sleep (REM) and
non-REM sleep.
REM sleep is when we dream, and

I have read that if one actually
wakes in sleep paralysis (REM being
the lightest stage) it is one of the
most terrifying sensations known to
mankind.
Normally non-REM sleep starts
the night off and comes in four
stages each deeper than the last. If
you wake people from REM sleep so
they don't get any for a lot of
nights, they go bonkers and aren't
able to function worth a darn until
they have made it all up. usually
in one long stretch. Question - what
are they dreaming about?
>
If sleeping pills generally lose
-their effects after two weeks, ■*••
alternative treatment of insomnia is
there?
- .
.

our minds- and nervous systems race
with activity. ^However, we *iso
undergo "'sleep paralysis" that
keeps us in the sack. REM sleep
occurs at about 90 minute cycles and

.

*.

•

*

•-••'.-

'

■'

/
,

i Here's trf/df to be done, and-',
I've passed my space ahowance, so
I'll tell you next week- Pleasant
dreams to one and ail!

•
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Cheryl Frazier is a loser
who comes out
looking good
By FLOYD PARRISH
Staff Writer
Need lo lose a few pounds? How would
your life change if you could look like
the sleek models who hawk diet cola on
television?
Cheryl Frazier. sophmore from
Louisville, didn't lose a few pounds. She
lost 100 pounds. In a 10-month period,
from June 1977 to May 1978. her weight
dropped from 215 pounds to a svelte 115
pounds.
Frazier. who was first runner - up for
the Homecoming queen this year, said
her weight loss has changed her life. "I
get a lot more offers for dates," she
said. Obviously proud of her new appearance. Frazier said she now feels
better about herself.
What's the secret of this dramatic
weight loss? Frazier made it sound
simple She allowed herself only 600
calories per day. "I ate a lot of cottage
cheese and yogurt." she said. Once a
week she allowed herself a special treat
and went out for a hamburger
Frazier didn't recommend that others
try her diet. Midway through her diet
program she became weak and consulted a doctor. The doctor said she was
on the verge of malnutrition. He advised

her to get between 800 and 1000 calories
a day and prescribed some vitamins for
her.
She said she stayed too busy to get
very hungry. After a while on her diet,
she said she didn't want to eat much. "I
guess my stomach shrank," she said.
Looking better wasn't Frazier's only
incentive for losing weight. She is a law
enforcement major and she said the
maximum weight for a policewoman is
145 pounds.
"People who didn't know me before I
lost the weight can't believe it," she
said. She keeps a couple of snapshots
taken before she dieted as proof.
"I don't go around bragging about it
(hough." she said. Many of her friends
aren't aware that she once was overweight
Frazier. who went from a size 20 to a
size 7 dress, said fashions are designed
'for tall, skinny people.
Frazier believes appearance is very
important. Employers are less likely
to hire someone overweight." she said.
Simple over-eating is the reason most
people are overweight, according to
Frazier. She has to count calories and
exercise daily. "I'd gain the 100 pounds
back in a month if I didn't." she said.

EKU Women
offer scholarship
Cheryl Frazier

Xmas Dance
There is to be a Christinas dance held
Sunday Dec. 3 from 7:30 to 11:30 pm in
the Keen Johnson Ballroom.
The dance sponsored by Burnam and
Commonwealth Halls, is open to anyone
and free of charge.
A live disc-jockey will be there
providing the musk and conducting a
dance contest. Dress is casual to semiformal.

The EKU Women's Organization
announces it will present its annual
scholarship award on March 31, 1979.
Girls who will be seniors during the
academic year 1979 - 80 and who have a
minimum overall grade point average
of 3.5 in their junior year are eligible to
apply.
EKU Women is an organization made
up of faculty members and faculty
wives.
The women through various projects
and donations such as the crafts fair,
ticket sales from the children's play
"Brave Little Tailor," and the raffle of a
quilt, among other events, raised the
money to be used for the registration
expenses of the recipients registration
expenses

This is the sixth year the scholarship
has been offered. Application forms will
be available in the offices of the Dean of
Women and the Director of Student
Activities, Jan. 9,1979. The deadline for
applications is Friday, Feb. 9.
The returned applications will be
studied carefully by the scholarship
committee in order to select a winner
and should be sent to EKU Women.
Has your local supermarket recently stamps, too The difference is that
Scholarship Fund. Box 714, Campus.
Applicants will be judged mainly on storied to issue Top Value Stamps? If groups can save books for library
academic achievement, service and so. there is a brand new opportunity for equipment, hymnals, school busses,
financial need. The scholarship will be your church, school or civic group to get medical equipment and almost anything
presented to the winner at the club's started on a new project and to acquire else in addition to anv item listed in the
Top Value Family Group Catalog.
annual style show March 31, 1979.
■something it needs or wants.
To apply for the program, groups
It's known as the Top Value Group
For further information contact
Lynda Reed. 623-7968, president of EKU Savings Plan. Like individuals, should write to the Group Savings
qualifying non - profit groups can save Manager. Top Value Enterprises. Inc..
Women.

Top Value Stamps
offers Savings Plan for groups
Box 991. Dayton. Ohio 45401. The address is also listed on the inside back
cover of the Top Value Catalog.
In return. Top Value will send official
application blanks aiR! a Group Savings
Plan kit with suggestions for running a
successful campaign. Groups should not
begin until their application is accepted

flp
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A Spring Break

Dontmiss
the boat

Cruise

MEN'S WEAR

March 12 - 16
Nassau Freeport
On SS Emerald Seas

Clothes thai
become apart

Price includes
S day cruise from
Miami

of your lift

Wednesday Dec 6

All meals while
onboard

per person double-/)

•12 port tax
For Reservations: Sign up In Student Association Office
Reservations are on a First-come, First serve basis

Your Invited To Our
3rd Birthday Party
Starting At 8:00
Big HE Ave.

Rua Cake
Special Surprise'!

Next To Burger Queen

Richmond

135 East Main

Campus Cinemas 1 • 2
623-0588

STARTS TOMORROW !

616 Eastern By Pass

INTERIORS'

MAGIC
JOSEPH E.LEVME PRESENTS
MftOC

KRISTIN GRIFITH
MARY BETH HURT
RICHARD JORDAN
DIANE KEATON
EGNWRSHALL
GERALDINE PAGE T!!

Wllf^^fT rW^yrw AnrrrMrVKiKt I
BURGESSMEREDTTH EDLAUTER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER CO. EMCKSON
MUSC BY JERRY GOLDSMTTH
SCREENPLAY BY WUJAM GOLDMAN,

•AJEDUrONttSMML

PRODUCED BY JOSEPH E.LEVWE
AND RICHARD PLEVWE
OBJECTED BY RICHARD ATTEN80ROUGH

OPENKe* Zmkl A THEATER NEAR YQU. W'TCH
YOUH LOCAL NEWSPAPtM HJimiEATRE LISTING.

■aaflBMal

B

,** rw-^d by WOODY ALLEN

LAST CHANCE TO SEE 'HEAVEN CAN WAIT' 7<io 9™

ENA GLENN f RICHARD ROMAN
ORECIH>BV

<rWM ^r-^ggR
LAST CHANCE TO SEE

-WRfTTENBY

ARTHUR ****

PROOUCEDBY

v

*~TOB DAVK

"BORN AGAIN" 730 9:30

D

flRJ

t"
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For Joan Lorna-Bonnemann
Germany may be out of sight, but not
out of mind
By BETH SOIOEN
Featwes Editor
A big part of Joan Bonnemann's life is
in RichrnohcTTKrw. where she's happy
teaching voice at the University,
directing an opera workshop among
Eastern voice students, singing for
faculty dinners, concerts and games,
not to mention keeping the tempo M two
teen-aged daughters and an operasinging, barber for a husband.
But. despite a life of harmony and
fulfillment here now. there's a big part
of Bonnemann that lingers on in West
Germany where she spent fifteen years
singing opera professionally.
Fourteen of those high-keyed, busy
years began right after Bonnemann
finished up her masters at Michigan
State, when she came to Munich.
Germany to continue studying music on
a two-year Fullbright scholarship

Joan Lorna - Bonnemann. a voice ininictor for the University, works with
pianist Jon Spong. a music professor, during an opera workshop performance.
The workshop will be performing during November and December for Sth & 6th
graders throughout Madison County.

participation.

Sorority Jfaieof*,

3rd Place Pun Cox 5 wrong win by 14
4th Place Mac Conk w right 5 wrong win by 14

l.oniii is her real middle name,
something she threw in when she kept
getting mail addressed to John, a name
that looks and sounds like Joan in
German translation. She figured adding
a feminine name like Lorna to her last,
would clear up the confusion.

Bonnemann says, "it acquaints
children with music in a wonderful
way."

It did. and after awhile. Bonnemann
decided she liked her stage name and
still goes by it today when she performs
in and around Kentucky.
She says a lot of southern audiences
know her by the fancied-up version of
her name, and have come to know her
voice at concerts, and ball games.

YOUR
ONE-STOP
SHOP!

The Progress would like to thank every one for their

2nd Place Hugh M. Dam 4 wrong win bv I

Hartmut Klug was his name, and
Bonnemann says, "he's made quite a
business of 'pillow concerts'," where
children bring their pillows and sit and
listen to the music.

Bonnemann's been in Richmond for
seven years now. It's not quite the place
of big names in opera that West GerAnd instead of returning home at the many is. but the happy-eyed opera
duration of the scholarship. Bonnemann enthusiast always seems to find
stayed in West Germany and lunged something to sing about.
that next year into a professional opera
During November and December of
career.
this year. Bonnemann's opera workshop
is performing for fifth and sixth graders
She lived and sang all over the from seven schools in Madison County.
country, performing with one opera
The 35-minute programs originated
company after another in the twelve from an idea a friend of hers in West
vears that followed her schooling.
Germany had tried and been very
Audiences throughout West Germany successful with.

Here are the winners of last weeks final football contest.

1st Place Dean Acker 3 wrong win by 17

grew to know her by her stage name:
Joan Lorna-Pierce (before she
married) and Joan Lorna-Bonnemann
after she married Heinz Bonnemann.
whom she met in Koblenz.

Gifhamrt
TV * Radio
Repair

Sth Place Bid Morgan 5 wrong win by 10
PHONE
6232390

She had the opportunity to brush up on
her professional singing, when she
returned to West Germany from May of
"77 until this past summer, July '78. It
was her fifteenth and last year there.
Bonnemann, after seven years of
teaching left on sabbatical with her
husband and their daughters, and spent
the year in Duesseldorf, where Heinz
has many musical memories.
Now an adjunct voice instructor for
the University, and a barber in downtown Richmond, Heinz grew up much
the same way in Duesseldorf, singing
and learning to be a barber.
His hometown friends and relatives
call him "Figaro." after the singing
barber in "The Barber of Seville," a
well-known opera.

Price Includes
5 day cruise from
Miami
All meals while
onboard

"per person double—->

11 I s

*12 port tax
112 E. MAIN
DOWNTOWN

For Reservations: Sign up in Student Association Office
Reservations are on a First-come, First-serve basis

Perms Are The Fashion
Statement Of The Year
-Make A Statement218 So. Porter Drive
623-3651

Rolling Stones
Chaka Kaha

Shic
Chicago

Jtosfoff

! they last
$E99

5

Ted Nugent & Billy Joel
8 Track Tapes

Sullivan Hall is sponsoring a Bridal
Show Dec. 5 at 9:00 p.m.
Dresses for the show will be provided
by Anita's Bridal Botique. Both winter
and spring bridal gowns will be shown,
as well as holiday dresses.
The show is open to the public.

Nassau Freeport
On SS Emerald Seas

$/|99
"
■f
THEY LAST
ALBUM SPECIAL

Archies Upper Crust
263 East Main Street
Richmond. Kentucky

■

March 12 • 16

W111

CO/1 _Oyl 1/1 Free Cokes with
OZ4"Z"IZ4 delivery |Ustask'

Sullivan Hall {
Bridal Show

Cruise

:$C±>

Fast /Free Delivery

«

A Spring Break

Don't rrtss
the boot

^ Record Shop

Pink Floyd
Bob Sager
Boston
Elton John

■

Student Association Presents

Novelties
Hoatewaret
Appliances &
Plambing Shop

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

Bonnemann. however, will have a
chance to break away from her group,
when she'll be performing a solo part in
"The Messiah." a Christmas production
with the University chorus and orchestra on December 10th.

While living as a family in
Duesseldorf last year, Joan and Heinz
made the most of their time there.
They sang together in several concerts, and Heinz was a guest performer
in the opera "Der Freischultz."
And while their daughters attended a
German high school. Joan took in as
many operas as possible.
"I saw about 60 different operas,"
said Bonnemann. I'd go sometimes
three or four times a week."
She said the trip refreshed her on the
different voices who are big in Germany
now and she had the chance to observe
teaching in and around Duesseldorf.
It probably won't be the last time Joan
Lorna-Bonnemann picks up a few
pointers from the singers in West
Germany.
Shell be back.

Grand
Re-Opening

M

*5

Lowest Prices in Town
No. 4 Porter Plaza

Skin Care &
Hslr OetajM

623-0302

■

-

The Colibrl Museum
Skeleton Pocket Watch.
This superb new skeleton timepiece
is possibly the most beautiful pocket
watch in the world. And difficult to tell
from one selling for more than 88,000.
The gleaming, diamond-cut surfaces and the fascinating mechanism
combine to give a total impression of a
radiant moment suspended in time.
And when it comes to performance,
the Museum Pocket Watch is everything
it looks to be. Its 17 jewel Swiss movement is extremely accurate. Thoroughly
dependable. Totally unique.
An extraordinary timepiece and con^
yersation piece. Airway you look at it.
" Sensibrv priced

Tor The .Latest In
•

Vivball.
Wizardry
*

•

-

•

. -^ v*

-

.

SHOWERS VILLAGE

»

- —

;

ri

-Hut.
Go new
Superstvie

Say Supsrttyls and you'll eat lots
I more chests and toppinat on your I
favorite pins.

■

'2.00 off large
'1.50 off medium
•1.00 off small

I

Offer good thru December 3

roubiw.

.

;»_j Foo$t|8|, Tooj.

*fc*

NEXT TO BIO K

'/
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SAVE AT

-THE SAVING PLACE

JOVAN *
MUSK
OIL

REVLON
CHARLIE

BRITISH
STERLING

CONCENTRATED

COLOGNE
*

3.8 OZ.

SPRAY

COLOGNE

22

COLOGNE

SPRAY MIST

77

OPEN DALY 9-9; SUNDAY 1:30-6
PHOTO FINISHING
SPECIAL
5.7
ENLARGEMENT
FROM

3.8 OZ.

2 1/8 OZ.

2 OZ.

FRI., SAT., SUN., MON

COLOR SLIDE

AFTER SHAVE

i,

47

Form Focal' or
KodoV

color slides

?Ooy>. 8.10
loim slid*. 2 97

AFTER SHAVE

NATE
COLOGNE

tr«AY

COlO*"1

OLD SPICE
COLOGNE

2 OZ. SIZE

!

htes on BV? yds.
wire.

FOR MEN— ftWft
4 OZ.
8

SPRAY

■MM

, Colorful miniature

COLOGNE

4% OZ.

MIST

•* \i

AFTER SHAVE/

87

CONCENTRATED

50 MINI LITES

JOVAN
MUSK

OLD SPICE

CEMETERY
BASKET

Seined

97
Artificial arrangement in
24" weighted basket.
J

BRIT

NOT EXACTLY
AS PICTURED

2 OZ.

INSULATED
COVERALLS

BABE

fMcme

SPRAY COLOGNE

HART FIREPLACE GRATE

sioiMwai
Men'j

BRUT GIFT SET

coverall.

Heavy duty zipper

Combination coal & wood grate with
removable sides.

16" deep 28 lbs.

Insulated. Sove.

1.5 OZ. LOTION A^OJ
2.5 A/P STICK

Salt pric«

-

™°

Men* Sizes

Color Choico

Boys Sizes

AMBUSH GIFT SET

HOLLY NAPKINS

44

2PKGS. 100
FOR I
Pl«. of 140 festive napkins, tlfcillVi'

3 oz. spray cologne and 4 oz.
dusting powder.

40 plates

63

limit 6
Pmt Cutlomw

WARM SWEATSHIRTS
WITH HOOD

FASHIONABLE SWEATERS
WITH CLASSIC STYLING
3 LBS.* CHOCOLATES

COLOR EIRE LOG
Sale
I

MM

A complete evening's
fire wrtrfcofcr. wiop
' K mart and save.

Our Reg. 5.57
3 Days Only

*^"V

691

t.

Silet

Lightweight fleecy-backed cotton/acrylic.

" a#eul«rr» '.■j please everyaMfc*€^r..._ '.oqi pullover, turtle neck and button front styles.

RICHMOND PLAZA
...«.

JO*

"h" «re..vivi» variety

of centers

coated •**•» »c* chocolate.

MUT[ ?5 AT
:A;TE*N BY PASS

wmm

^^mmmmm

tm

raa» /iwm. ouno. u
Tr* Entttn Progrea*
iThuredey, Wo»tmb«r 30. 1tW|

I

I

I

WESTCLOX

siman
SIMON SAYS

'Mr ' >'

By Milton Bradley

19

20% OFF

88

Low slung body.

1

Westclox ! Benrus, Cornavin, Waltham and Timex.

All ages.

6

Our Reg.
9.96

Our already low discount price on Brand Name Watches,

Challenging test of
concentration.

TEDDY DEAR
88

RED BARON & SPIDERMAN MACHINE

Rear assembly.

Large and lovable

'CHEYENNE'
HORSE
V *

Sale Price

2488

Gabrie
Kids will love to ride this wild
pony! Sturdy non-tip metal-andwood frame with tough plastic
horse that moves on metal springs.
Seat height adjusts 29-33" floor.
Age 2-6.

NOVELTY
TOY BOX

acc*»rc
»\ nun »«•••

Sale
Ends Sat.

12

97

KIDSIHAYE YOUR PICTURE TAKEN
WITH SANTA CLAUS
PORTRAH
PACKAGE

^--^"*'ty5CdeP0*
"^

15-Wolets
4-Color Portrait Charms

MONOPOLY
MONOPOLY® GAME
SaU Price • 4 Days

Special!

4
*m

gam*.

Charge it

at K mart.

m

Jg

jm.—

r^*

PRE-SCHOOL TOYS.

2

eSL *

4 7

CHALK BOARD
EASEL
Kids can write, scribble, draw to
their heart's content on this
reversible black/green chalkboard.

8 88

Popular
UTHRITE
by Hasbro
Now they can create colorful pictures that light up and
glow. .^6-wntt bulb (not included), cord, peg plate, 400
colored pegs,.16 pictures and'elght sheets. -«
5455-HF
^m^,..
^
Regular $3.97

THE SAVING

Steel girders,

n bolts, work tray. more. Ages 6 and up.|
* Batteries not included

PERSONALITY|^Q95^!!i »

Monopoly"

73

Discover the exciting world ot design with a
nuts

FRI., DEC. 1 aid SAT., DEC. 2. 10 A.M.—8 P.M.
k>dode$

Always popular

88

battery-operated* Erector set.

VIM-

Your choice! Football or
elephant toy boxes of
sturdy plastic.

MOTORIZED SET
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Sports
Tillman paces cagers
past Northern, Ball State
By CHRIS HI SKKHK V
Staff Writer
"I'm not pleased at all with the way
we played. We are going to have to
make some changes. We've been
out-rebounded twice now. and were
going to have to go back to the drawing
hoard on defense "
Now does that sound like a coach
who's 2-0 on the year?
Kd Byhre made those comments after
the Colonels upped their 1978-79 record
to 2-0 with an 88-86 squeaker over Ball
State this past Monday night, after
opening the season with a 92-80 victory
over Northern Kentucky on November
25th.
Against Northern Kentucky, the
Colonels rallied from ;i 39-38 halftime
deficit, with a 16-2 spurt early in the
second half to pull away to a 55-40 advantage and they never looked back.
James "Turk" Tillman. a 6-4 junior
transferee from Maryland, led all
scorers with 25 points.
Tillman shot 58 percent from the field
110-17) and pulled down seven rebounds.
Vic Merchant hauled down eight boards
to lead the Colonels, who were out
rebounded by the taller Northern squad,
S3 - 51.
"Northern's front line was 6-7. 6-8. 67." said Byhre. "and they're all over 200
pounds They are a good rebounding
team."
EASTERN KENTUCKY (92)
Tillman. 10 5-7 25. Jones 5 5-6 15..
Bootcheck 4 5-5 13.Joiner 6 1-3 13. Moore
2 3-4 7. Merchant 2 2-4 6. Dale Jenkins 2
0-1 4. Elliott 0 3-4 3. Tiemey 1 0-0 2.
Haney o 2-2 2. Williams 1 0-0 2. List 0 04
0. Da ve Jenkins 0 0-1.0.33 26-37 92.
NORTHERN KENTUCKY (80)
Doellman 6 7-8 19. Schneider 5 4-5 14,
Hofmeyer 6 1-3 13, Crable 2 3-4 7,
Mueller 2 2-3 6. Woeste 3 M 6, Hinnenkamp 3 0-1 6. Gergen 1 3-7 5, Ryan 1
2-5 4. Lyons 0 0-0 0. 29 22-35 80. HALFTIME: Northern 39-38 Alt. 1.900.
On Monday night, however, after
building up a 50-43 halftime lead, paced
again by Tillman's 18 first half points,
they stretched the lead to 21 points at 7857 with nine minutes to play but then the
Colonels folded
Ball State rallied hack, •utscoring
Eastern 26 to 8 over an eigjit minute
span to cut the gap to only three points
at 86 - 83. and that's when the fireworks
began
With 22 seconds to play, Lovell Joiner
fouled out and sent Cardinal Dwayne
Irvin to the line, who cooly popped in
both free throws to put Ball State behind
by only one. 86-85.
Tillman was then hacked by Mike
Drews with onlv eieht seconds left on
the clock and just as calmly sank both
foul shots to give the Colonels some

much needed breathing room at 88 - 85
but Ball State would not give up.
Jim Hahn was fouled with three
seconds left, but could only sink one of
two shots to account for the final
margin. 88 -86
"We showed a lot of heart, you know."
said Ball State Coach Steve Yoder. "For
as young as we are. We lost so many
close games last year, and here we are
losing this one I just hope the players
can forget it."
"This victory is hard to accept." said
Byhre. "We are not playing that well at
all. But then, we never should of gotten
ourselves in that position in the first
place. When you get up by 21 points, you
tend to relax and that's what we did. We
started passing up shots that normally
we would take. We passed up too many
opportunities Ball State took advantage
and brought the game to us."
"We're going to have to play better
just to stay in the game in that Missouri
tournament." said Byhre, "we are
gambling too much and that bothers
me."
The play of Lovell Joiner is going to
have to improve greatly for the Colonels
to become a contender, according to
Byhre. In the first two games Joiner has
scored only 19 points and pulled down 10
rebounds. "He hasn't played well at

*
EASTERN KENTUCKY (88)
Tillman 14 6-7 34. Jones 8 1-3 17,
Tiemey 31-27, Joiner 22-46, Merchant 3
04) 6. Dale Jenkisn 21-25. Bootcheck 2 004. Moore204)4, Williams 1 1-1 3, Elliott
1 0-0 2. 38 12-19 88.
BALL STATE (86)
Drews 12 2-2 28, Bradley 7 8-8 22,
Boarden70-014, Hahn 4 3-411. Irvn 2 2-3
6. Williams 0 4-4 4. Wehner 1 1-2 3,
Kaiser 0 04) 0. 33 20-23 86. HALFTIME:
Eastern 50 - 43. Att. 4,600 Fouled outJoiner Total Fouls, Eastern 23, Ball
State 16.

Gymnasts
face tough schedule
Bv MONICA KEIFER
Staff Writer

When asked about the upcoming
season for the men's gymnastic team,
coach Jerry Calkin expressed his
feelings like this: "I have no idea but we
feel very positive about it."
He went mi to sav that this year's
schedule is the most challenging the
learn has ever faced and should provide
lots of excitement and skill.
The team held an intrasquad meet
last week and scored 167 points in the
optional part of the competition and 122
points in the compulsory part for a
combined total of 289 points, one point
less than last year's best score.
Calkin was optimistic about the meet
but expressed conqern over the injuries
that have heen plaguing the team.
Dave Cole, ntfrmber two all around
man. is suffering from a stress fracture
of his shoulder and is expected to be out
until Christmas.
4t«

Guy Watson, a senior from Jeffersonville. Ind. has had problems with
his knee. His specialties include the still
rings, high bar. pommel horse and
parallel bars.
According to Calkin, the strength of
the team will depend on how healthy
these two men are.
"Captain Tony Weber has shown a
great deal of leadership and has had the
Highest scores in all around competition." commented Calkin.
Kandy ■.Gall and Michael Smith are
two othere who Calkin figures to make
strong showings for the Eastern team.
The Colonels open their season Dec. x,
against North Carolina State at Raleigh.
Coach Calkin said that the team feels
very confident about the upcoming meet
and they" feel they can handle North
Carolina.
Their first home meet is after
Christmas break when they will play
host to Miami.

James Tinman (5) flicks in one of nil 14 baskets during
Eastern's B8-86 victory over Ball State Monday night
Tillman led all scorers with 34 points and currently has 59 on

Quote of the week"

Billy Sims, giving credit to his roommate Greg Roberts for Ms winning the
Heisman Trophy as college football's best player. Sims, a junior running back
from Oklahoma, gave his roommate a lot of credit for opening the holes that he
ran through. Roberts is an offensive lineman for the Sooner!.

Students • Faculty
Please pre—nt your Student or Faculty LD. Card

SPECIALS
wi ■ taoMt

SPORT
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After a week of feasting and relaxing
the Intramural sports again were in
action. The soccer teams played their
last games and will begin playoffs next
week.
The volleyball league is also nearing
its conclusion and here are the league
leaders.

Softes-fleece
sweater shirts
#1 on his
gift list!

*I4

GOOD FRIDAY

the year for a 29 i aiverage
_
The Cokweav whoWre 2M on i
season, travel to Colum.
■ibia. Missourl|&s weekend where
they will take on Missouri

Intramural highlights

"Greg can have it all if he wants it."

Good
Friday
Only

PAN1 S,

all." said Byhre. "he's going to have to
get his game together."
Center Dave Bootcheck broke his nose
in the first half and did not see action the
rest of the way. "He'll play Friday, it's
just a matter of finding a mask for
him," said Byhre.
The Colonels next action will be
Friday and Saturday in the University
of Missouri's Show Me Classic. "We are
going to have to make some changes,"
said Byhre. "We're going to have to go
back to using a center. Our rebounding
has got to improve, or else we'll get
blown out. Missouri will show us no
mercy."

In the Independent division, league
A. PIT holds sole possession of first
place with a spotless 44) record. The B
league is led by both PIT Broadway?
and Apathy Both have 4-1 records.
league C is led by White Trash with a
54) record
The fraternity league F is led by Sigma

1607 Eatt Main

Try a cat that
will last ft last!

Looks as good tomorrow
as it does today
Bring This Ad With You
For a Fras Shampoo

Ml:

No Appointment

HOURS: Tim. • Fri.
10 am-6 pm
Sat. 8 am - 2 pm

Convertible collars to wear
open or zip Into lurtlesl Bicctorw).. .torn* with pockats
... all v»ty new In f NMC* acrylic. S. M. L. XL.

Necessary

623-7752

OFFERS A
DEAL HARD
TO BEAT

O" MEM'I • LADIES

EA.
When you bring this
coupon to Jot's you
■at tomsthing

LAUNDERED AMD
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION
ON HANGERS

The women's division features
Walter's Hall who leads the division
with a spotless 4-0 record, league S
features the Deadend Kids and the Irish
Setters Both are 44)

Bobby Jack's Style Shop

SWEATERS COATS 7 w
35
SKIRTS,
* "PLAIN DRESSES

2 PIECESUITS
SHIRTS

Chi with a ,vo record There is a tnree
way tie in League G with SP. I'KA. and
SAE All have 4-1 records

FREE c$

Your choice with any size pizza,

Oil FOLDED

One

HOUR

a free Breadstick or free Coke.

w

FREE

DRYCLe^neFis

Whan you bring
in this cojipon

Offsr Expira*:
Dsc 6, 78
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Shoppers Village
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Wo Do I Ivor To You
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Main Street Location
University Shopping Center

Just Across From The Family Dog

i

•

.
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Kidd wins 100th

Awards, accolades and
superlatives

Football Colonels end
season; attain honors
By KEN TINGLEY
Sport* Kdilor

men on the AII-OVC team: three on the
offense and three on the defense.
Dean Stuckey was Eastern's only
offensive repeater on the AII-OVC team.
Stuckey was named at the guard
position and is an excellent pro
prospect.
David Neal. a junior Lexington native
who made the switch from tackle to
center this year, was Eastern's other
representative on the offensive line of
the AII-OVC team.
Sophomore. Dale Patton led the
league in scoring and was second in
rushing and turned out to be a surprise
AII-OVC candidate this year. He rushed
for 985 yards and scored 15 TDs.
Chris Roberts, Eastern's standout
defensive end from Louisville, made the
team for the second year in a row.
Roberts is a senior.
The other defensive players who
made the AU-OVC team are Joe
Richard and Dan Martin. Despite
missing two games to injury Richard
managed to be among the leaders in
tackles and made AII-OVC after an
honorable mention last year.
Martin, a Louisville native was a
mainstay in the Colonels secondary
when injuries hurt the Colonels. Martin
is a junior.
Three Colonels managed to make
second team AII-OVC and they were:
linebacker. Bob Mclntyre; placekicker.
David Flores. and tailback Stan Mitchell.

In Ihe wake of Eastern's 30-0
whitewashing of Morehead last week,
the accolades began to pour over the
nationally-ranked Colonels. But soon
after the players had left the field it was
discovered that Western had defeated
the Murray Racers to capture the OVC
title. It was wait until next year for the
1978 maroon machine.
With the Morehead victory. Coach
Roy Kidd had captured his 100th career
victory at Eastern. It was also the
seventh time that one of his teams had
won at least eight games in a season, but
that magic win number nine, had
managed to elude him again.
This is especially painful when one
realizes that a mere seven points is what
kept the Colonels from having an undefeated season. Both games that were
lost could have been won and the
Western game should have been won.
But one cannot dwell over spilt milk
forever. The team was outstanding and
it did accomplish a great amount.
Dale Patton and David Flores both set
school records and Flores was able to
set an OVC record. Patton broke Alfred
Thompson's 1973 record of 80 points
scored in one season by scoring 90
points. He also broke Thompson's
record for most touchdowns in one
season. He scored 15 TDs. breaking
Thompson's record by two.
Flores set the record for most points
After an 8-2 record this year and a
scored by kicking on the last day of the
season. Flores scored 59 points on the second place OVC finish, the Colonels
year breaking Earl Cody's 1975 recosil can look forward to at least as good a
hy three points.
f *^ year as this one.. Eastern graduates
Remarkably. Flores' extra points only four seniors: Roberts, Mitchell,
without a miss streak ended that day defensive tackle. Bobby Payne and wide
with an OVC record 60 in a row The one receiver Bill Kolesar.
kick he had blocked that day would have
So for Coach Roy Kidd and his staff
tied him for the OVC record of most the future looks bright and perhaps next
year Kidd can capture that ever elusive
points scored by kick.
Eastern also managed to place six win number nine.

Student Association Presents
A Spring Break

Dorrtmiss
the boot

Cruise

Sports Editor
The fall sports scene has officially
ended and although Eastern's teams
did not win one championship they
were?<noj)_e too shabby either.
Eastern's football team had
another fine season as they finished
second in the OVC with an 8-2
record. A mere seven points was the
difference between second place and
an undefeated season and a possible
playoff berth. Coach Kidd, who
won his 100th career game at
Eastern this year, and the rest of his
team will have a long winter to think
about the Western and Troy St.
games.
The women's tennis team led by
Coach Martha Mullins also had a
fine year as they finished with a
record that was highlighted by a
second place finish in the state
championships. The second place
finish qualified the women for the
AIAW Regionals in the spring.
The field hockey team also
finished second but had to be the
most improved team on campus.
The lady Colonels ended their
season with a 10-6-1 record but the
season was highlighted when Coach
Lynne Harvel's crew came within a
goal of defeating Louisville for the
state crown. The game was finally
decided in overtime by a one-goal
margin.
Eastern's lady volleyballers also
managed to put together a fairly
good year. The team had its ups and
downs all year but finally settled

down to have a good tournament in
the state championship as they
finished third.
The men's cross country team had
its problems early but managed to
put it all together in time to make a
run at the state championships.
Their third place performance was
good enough to send Coach Art
Harvey's harriers to the regional
meet in South Carolina.
The women's cross country team
was much more disappointing.
After finishing sixth in the nation
last year, the lady Colonels were hit
with a rash of injuries that virtually
crippled them as they were unable to
field a team for most of the year.
Eastern's new golf coach, Ray
St ruder, picked up right where his
predecessor left off, winning tournaments. The Colonels won two of
the four tournaments they were in
this year as they proved they were
one of the best teams in their region.
The two tournament wins make
them a good bet to go to the
Nationals in the spring.
In honor of Eastern's successful
fall campaign. The Eastern Progress
sports department, in keeping with
tradition, would like to bestow the
following awards:
THE JOHN PHILLIP SOUSA
AWARD. This award is given for
the best halftime show and this year
it goes to the Tennessee Tech press
box which served such a good meal
at halftime that it left members of.

recordsmith

March
12 • 16
Nassau Freeport

These Five LPs Paly
EL0 -

OUT OF THE BLUE (11.98 List)

BOSTON - OONT LOOK BACK (8.98 List)
VANNELLI - BROTHER TO BROTHER

CHAKA KHAN - CHAKA
PARLIAMENT - MOTOR

•12 port tax
For Reservations: Sign up In Student Association Office
Reservations are on a First-come, First-serve basis

(7.98 List)

OM LM
BOOTY AFFAIR

(7.98 ust)

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

JIM'S ROLL - ARENA

DIAMOND DUST:
Elmo Boyd, a former Eastern
football player who was recently cot
by the 49ers, was signed by the
Packers this week.
The Show-Me Classic in Columbia, Mo. which the Colonels will be
participating in this weekend, will
feature an Alabama-Birmingham
team which is coached by former
UCLA coach Gene Bartow.

TAYLOR
SPORTING GOODS
Colonel Club Member

On 88 Emerald Seas

per person double—^)

claimed numerous sports writers
whose pens froze or typewriters
ceased to work during the 17-16
thriller.
<;
THE
VINCE
LOMBARDI
AWARD. The Lombardi award is
given for coaching excellence and is
this year awarded to first year coach
Lynne Harvel who led the ladies to
within a goal of the state
championship.
MOST
VALUABLE
FOOTBALL PLAYER. Dale Patton who
was named AII-OVC this year, was
second in the Conference in rushing
and first in scoring.
BEST OFFENSIVE FOOTBALL
PLAYER. Dean Stuckey who was
named AII-OVC at guard for the
second year in a row and is a good
pro prospect.
BEST DEFENSIVE FOOTBALL
PLAYER. Joe Richard, Eastern's
man in the middle and catalyst of
the defensive unit was also named
AII-OVC this year.
BEST FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
PROSPECT. George Floyd who
stepped in at rover after Joel
Scrafton was hurt at safety forcing
Charles Brunson to move to safety.
The freshman proved that he could
hit and led the team in tackles in a
couple of games.

623-5058

Behind Jerry's on the By-Pass

Price Include*
S day cruise from
Miami
All meals while
onboard

the press no time to watch the band
on the field.
THE MOST IMAGINATIVE
MASCOT AWARD. This award
goes to the Akron Zips and their
mascot "Zippy the Kangaroo."
THE
SHERMAN
TANK
AWARD. This award of course
goes to Dale Patton of the Eastern
football team whose style of running
must have made more than one
defender believe that he had just
been treaded on by a tank.
THE WOLVERINE AWARD.
This award goes to the best Eastern
cross country runner from Michigan. Doug Bonk, Eastern's AIIOVC harrier wins this award this
year. Eastern has two other runners
from Michigan including AII-OVC
sophomore Bill Morgan.
THE ROADRUNNER AWARD.
This award goes to the freshman
flash Jerry Parrish who on more
than one occasion used his speed to
make the opposition look like the
coyote in the cartoon.
THE
CLARA
BARTON
AWARD. This award goes to
Eastern's women's cross country
coach Sandy Martin who saw more
injuries this year than the famous
founder of the Red Cross probably
ever did.
THE BRIDESMAID AWARD.
This award will be shared by Martha
Mullins, Roy Kidd and Lynne
Harvel who's teams all finished
second in some respect.
THE ESKIMO PIE AWARD.
This award is given posthumously to
Dayton and its open air press box
which had to die of exposure when
temperatures dipped perilously close
to freezing during the Eastern-Dayton game. The press box also

..-.-

All Athletic Supplies
Shoes

Trophies
Plaque.
Engraving

Uniforms
BY-PASS

College Park Shop. Ctr.

Phone 623-9517

»».2
Gift-boxed sweater sets. Song's Mtmvamv
University Shopping Center

Lancaster Rd. Behind Brit ts
Regular Schedule
Sunday Afternoon 2 til 4
Wednesday Night 7 til 9
Friday Night 6 til 8
Two Session 9 til 11

Give Him A Personalized Gift.
FREE MONOGRAMS

Each Session *2.00
• Saturday Night Special
6 til 10*3.00
• Special Group Fund Raising Rate.
Phone 624-1474

Shirts - $1400 and up 2
$

16

218 South Porter

The Seamstress

624-2175

OPENING DEC. 2
Your Complete
Altering & Sewing
Shop
Jatt bring it to us off get a new look
We can help yon save on the warerobe yon now have.

Sweaters - $14°°and up

Sleeveless sweater
and long sleeve.
patterned shirt set.
Sweater of acrylic,
shirt of polyester/
cotton S.M.L.XL

VELOUR ROBES -

22 50 and 27 00
ELOUR LOUNGE

*18
Long sleeve shirt and

SET $3250

v-neck sweater set
offers shirt in plaids,
checks and tattersalls.
Sweater of acrylic,
shirt of polyester/
cotton S.M.L.XL.

$

18

Long sleeve V-neck
sweater and Oxford
shirt set in solid colors.
Sweater of acrylic:
shirt of polyester/
cotton S.M.L.XL

LOOKING FOR A GOOD FUTURE AS A

MUSICIAN

ALAIS

SHOP DAILY
9:30 IN 8:30

Is Looking for talanted musician that's serious
about musk and wiling to travel. Unlimited ,
Potential.
.,
ShouM have own equipment. ..
For aoun«,t-esl Stave *§* B2M807
or COTtsst Fred Roth 623-72*1

^*M»DAY

Snugs MnmmfmrSfo. 2
& ftaotas* Sportswear

1:30 'til 6:30

^
Rica«eaa\ Ij.
•' .

■A*£V FREE GIFT WRAPPING
OPEN SUNDAYS
1:30 ■8:SD
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Gay scores 26

Colonels must show
more in Show-Me
Classic
MATTHEW DURHAM
Staff Writrr

When the Colonels travel to Columhia. Mo. to play the host team in the
first round of the Show - Me Classic
tournament. this weekend they will (ace
a tough adversary.
"We're going to have to make some
changes or we'll get blown out. Missouri
will show us no mercy," said head
basketball coach Ed Byhre.
While Missouri had only a 14-16
record last year they did represent the
Rig Eight Conference in the NCAA
tournament last season.
They lost to Utah 86-79 in the first
round of the tourney. In their first game
this season they beat Butler, a team that
had just come off a big win against Ohio
State
"We don't know too much about them,
we haven't got our scouting report on
them yet." said Byhre.
Bvhre said he entered his team in the
Classic because. "We wanted in a
tournament early."
The other teams entered are
University of Alabama at Birmingham
and the University of Southern Illinois.
The head coach of Alabama at Birmingham is Gene Bartow. a former
head coach of UCLA.
This is Alabama at Birmingham's
first year to participate in collegiate
level basketball. They have had two
years to recruit and prepare under
Bartow.
"A lot of people feel they're going to
he a challenger for the Sun Belt title,"
said Byhre.
Southern Illinois posted a 17-10 record
last year and is picked to win the
Missouri Valley Conference.
The Colonels bring in a 2-0 record with
victories over Northern Kentucky and a
squeaker over Ball State . However,
Byhre knows he needs an all - out effort
against Missouri.

Women trounced by
Tennessee

"I know Missouri's Coach Stewart
well. I played against one of the teams
he coached." said Byhre.
One of the biggest concerns of Byhre
is a problem facing many coahces. How
do you keep from blowing a large lead?
"Ball State scored 23 pointss in the
last eight minutes against us. College
basketball has become so explosive that
no lead is safe Anytime you play to keep
from losing and not play to win your
going to blow a lead." said Byhre.
The Colonels enjoy more depth than
last year but have been bothered by
slow starts. "We have to get more
production out of Lovell Joiner and Vic
Merchant." said Byhre.
The Colonels are going to play with a
true center position against Missouri.
Dave Bootcheck. injured during pre season and Dale Jenkins will alternate.
It's too early to tell on a team's
weaknesses or strengths. Coach Byhre
said, "the only way to tell how good a
team is is to go out and play them."

Scoreboard
UPCOMING EVENTS
Baskelba" IMen'sl
Dae. 1-2 ■- Show Ms Classic - Columbia.
Mo. .Missouri. Southern Illinois. Alabama Birmingham, EKUI
Dec. 4 -- Dayton ■ Akimni CoMeeum - 7:30

p.m.

-—

Dec 1
Dec. 4
Dec. 2
Dae. 2

Basketball [Women's'
-- Northern Kentucky - Away
- Moreheed St. - Away
Swimming
- Morris Harvey Relays - Away
Gymnastics IMen'sl
■- N.C. Stata, Citadel - Away

MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Nov. 25 - Northern Kentucky - Homa
Nov. 27 - Ball Stata - Homa
Dae. 1-2 - Show Me Classic - Columbia,

Peggy Gay (22) trie* to make progress Monday night against Tennessee's
number one ranked Lady Vols. Gay was the high scorer for the Lady Colonels
scoring 26 points in a 91-67 losing cause. The Lady Colonels return to action
tomorrow against Northern Kentucky and continue with a game against
Morehead on Monday

Mo. Missouri. Southarn Illinois. Alabama Birmingham 1
Dae. 4 - Dayton - Home
Dae. 9 - Butler Home
Dec. 16 - North Carolina - Charlotte ■ Away
Dec. 20-21 Wollpack Classic Reno Nev
Reno. Fresno St.. Georgetown. D.C., Tole
do]
Jan. 3 ■ Toledo • Away
Jan. 8 - Middle Tenneases - Away
Jan. 13 • Austin Peay - Home
Jan. IB - Murray St. - Homa
Jan. 20 - Tennessee Tech - Home
Jan. 22 • Urbane College • Homa
Jan. 27 ■ Morehead St. - Home
Jan. 29 - Western Kentucky • Away
Fab. 3 • Middle Tennessee - Home
Feb. 6 - Weetem Kentucky - Homa
Feb. 10 - Austin Peay - Away
Fab. 12 - Murray St. - Away

Argent
IBtamonb
(Company

COMB'S
WHEEL & AXLE
SERVICE
Full Service Garage

Chin.
Crystal
Jewelry

y» Brakes
• Tune Up

S*v.f
Pewter
Misc. Gifts

Bridal Registry

^ Radiator

Engraving Done In Store
One Day Service

*- Wheel Alignment

142 N. 2nd

220 W. Irvine - 623-2340

623-9676

PORTRAITS

DIAL

«nd

Diamond Wholesale

Wedding Bands
Earrings
Engagement Rings
Pendants
Mark Watts
Carl Ling
858 9915
8871258

Happy Holidays

Graduation
Portraits
Composites
Job & Instant

*r%

FOR THE FINEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

Jim Cox Studio

624-2427

623-3145
218 Porter Dr. (Behind Jerrys)

Feb.
Feb.
Fab.
Feb.
Feb

15 Weal Virginia - Away
17 - Tiffin University Home
19 - Tennessee Tech Away
21 - Univorsity of the South - F ome
24 Morehead St
Away

TOP TEN FOOTBALL TEAMS
Division IAA
1 Nevada - Reno
11-0-0
2. Jackson St.
10-1-0
3 Florida A 6 M
8-1-0
4. Massachusetts
7-3-0
Western Kentucky tie
8-2-0
6 South Carolina St.
8-2 1
7. Northern Arizona
8-2-0
8. Eastern Kentucky
820
9. Lahigh
8-3-0
Rhode Island [tie;
7-3-0
Montana Si. tie!
8-2-0

Using their size and quickness, the
University of Tennessee Lady Vols
handily defeated Eastern's Lady
Colonels by a score of 91-67 Monday
night at the Alumni Coliseum.
The top-ranked Vols took advantage
of numerous Colonel turnovers in the
first half to build an early lead and
never looked back in winning their
season opener.
Tennessee looked equally ragged in
the first half, actually committing more
mistakes than Eastern. But the telling
statistics were that the Colonels only
shot 29 per cent from the field while the
Vols shot 50 per cent. Also, that the Ladv Gotti."
The highlight of the game for Eastern
Colonels were out rebounded by the tall
was the*play of senior. Peggy Gay, who
Tennessee team.
Many times Eastern only got one shot f inisMedas the game's top scorer with 26
at the basket and they just weren't points
Tennessee Coach Pat Head praised
hitting
Gay for her performance. "She's a
Eastern Coach Shirley Duncan stated super player, one of the best I've seen. I
that she felt the opening game jitters was impressed with Eastern and with
and the pressure of playing the nation's the way they came right at us. They're
number one team weren't the main ynung but they have a very scrappy
factors in the team's poor performance team."
"No, I don't think that was it. We tried to
The Lady Colonels have seven
get the ball inside but they defensed it straignt away dates before returning
pretty good. We didn't get the shots we home Jan. 13 against Austin Peay.
wanted where we wanted them I think Coach Duncan stated that she was going
the big factor was that we weren't used to work on getting more people involved
to the tough defense that Tennessee in the offense. "We're going to stress the
played. We don't play that kind of team concept in practice next week and
defense against ourselves in practice." we're going to have to play much
The l.ady Colonels came out fast in tougher defense on ourselves in practhe second half and looked much better tice."

Golfers flop in Dixie
Competing against a tough field that
included the best teams in the
Southeast. Eastern's golf team finished
17th out of 34 teams in the All-Dixie
Intercollegiate Invitational last
weekend.
The 54 - hole tournament involved a 36
hole cut. and Eastern shot 606 for 36

MONEY
TO LOAN

JIM'S
Buy-Sell-Trade- Pawn
Bus Station
S. Third
Bichmond, Ky.

DEPENDABLE AUTO
SUPPLY CO., INC.

6230340

RICHMOND

SHOPPER'S VILLAGE

SMALL
ANIMAL
MEDICINE

EKU DRY CLEANERS

623-4732
S. 2nd.

,

A Great Christmas Present

NANCY K. FINLAY D.V.M.

VILLAGE
FLORIST

holes, missing the 603 cutoff by three
strokes.
In evaluation of the match. Coach Ray
Struder said. "We beat the devil out of
Kentucky and Tennessee, but that
doesn't really count for much when
you're playing against the kind of people
we were."

SPECIAL $2995
17 pc. Tool Set

On Anything Of Value

PAWN SHOP

Specializing in

WEDDINGS

BIBLE
MOMENT

offensively Freshmen Sandra Mukes
and Joan Gotti made some fine
defensive plays while guards Peggy
Gay and Loretta Coughlin began to
spark the offense.
But the comeback was halted as
Tennessee took control of the game and
led by as many as 29 points during the
second half.
Eastern actually outscored Tennessee
the second half and finished the game
shooting a respectable 42 per cent from
the field
Coach Duncan was pleased with the
way. her team came out fired up for the
second half. "I was very pleased with
nur man to man defense and I was encouraged by the play of Mukes and

Hv WIM.IE SAWYERS
SUIT Writer

Third Street On Right
Off Barnes Mill Rd.
302 Longview Drive

SUB CENTER

Special:

Slacks or Trousers
75

3

fcr *2

One Pair Reg. Price

POWELL CENTER

COMPLETE DINNER INCLUDES:

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES
EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DELIVERY

W; THIRD
, AND
MAIN ST.

3 pieces honey-dipped fried chicken,
mashed potatoes and gravy, cole slaw
and 1 hot butter-tastin biscuit.

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435
REGULAR
SANDWICHES
Ji

Served on White, Rye
or Whole Wheat Bread.
Lettuce, Tomato, Mayo.
Mustard or Onion on
Request. 10c extra

ROAST BEEF.
..1.24
fURKEY
.124
HAM
1.24
HAM & CHEESE*
1.34
SALAMI (Genoa)..../.....1.-24
SALAMI & CHEESE
.134
LI VERWORST...,
.1 14
TUNA SALAD
1-24

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
Includes Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Cheese
Seasoning and our own Top Secret Dressing.

MIXED
1 45
t
HAM
*
1.45
SALAMI (Genoa).......
1.45
ROAST BEEF.
,
1.45
TURKEY.
,
.....1.45
• LIVERWORST.
;
1.45.
TUNA
,
1.45
CHEESE
1.45.

SIDE ORDERS
COFFEE
.............. ti
ASSORTED CHIPS.
......i M
MOT PEPPERS. .......... • ....... .05
etOSHei. PICKLE SLICE.
.....■*»
?HIL
-45
OSSEO SALAD
.....At.

4*

■

Portions of Roast Beef. Ham..
Turkey. SaJamaC*. *■■*—
on a bed oTLettuce. M_J romato
Slices and your choice of
Dressing
.41*9

- HOURS

MON-THUR.'.
rRI-SAT
SUNDAY.^.....

$159

1

Copyright 1977

Pure Hickory Pit Pork Bar-B-Q

Famous Recipe Fried Chicken

watts

9

DELIVERY
MINIMUM

$1.75

REGULAR
S2.0S
VALUE

Not good in combination with other
offers, Coupons and discounts. »

NO^SERyiNG:».-»

«
,

..10am to 12pm
10em to 2pm
Ham to 12pm

ALL DAY
EVERY
WEDNESDAY

U.S. 25 SOUTH
NEXT TO CLARK-M00RES SCHOOL

"DIET THING" A CHEF'S

w*HcisSE•••••••}••••* ^*"*•*»»* ^

■■TOKE,"SPRITE, TAB.....
-3*
LEMONADE OR ICE TEA......... .35

2.10
2.10
2.10
2 10
2 10
2.10
2.10
2.10

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL

#

,-">

WEDNESDAY

•ANu ^
Roastbeef & Han Sandwiches

•»'
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Organizations

Bowlers 'strike'
together in club

Inter dorm
works for residents

BY NANCY SPENCER
SUM Writer

came in first place out of five teams.
Members of that winning team included Nancy Baumer, Diana Friend,
The Bowling Club has been on campus Rhonda Fries, Phyllis Taylor and
for at least six years, according to Gary Donna Tucker. Friend also won in all
Shaffer, president.
events and received double recognition.
Shaffer said the only qualification to She placed third in women's singles.
join the Bowling Club is to be a full Other activities include sponsoring
time student, either graduate or un- car washes to help with expenses. They
dergraduate. Although it isn't a also sponsored Donna Hays for
requirement. Shaffer said they prefer homecoming queen and she was in the
that their members have at least a 2.0 loo IS.
GPA.
The club is presently planning to
Their membership presently consist sponsor the Dixie Classic Tournament
of 13 men and eight women. Dr. William in April. Shaffer said, "we hope to have
Bailey of the georgraphy department is it but it is still in the planning stages."
their sponsor.
Their goal is to be the champions of
Iheir division. They are presently in
Division Six of their conference along
with Western, Morehead, Murray.
Middle Tennessee and Marshall.
The Chi Omega sorority would like to
The purpose of the club is for announce that they have elected officers
fellowship, friendship, and participation for \hf sbrinR and fall semesters of 1979.
in intercollegiate sports. Shaffer said we The officers are: Bev Gillian,
want the "essence of winning."
president: Melinda Miller, vice
Shaffer also said the club recently president: Kathy Gomber. secretary:
participated in the Coca - Cola In- Linda Huff, treasurer: Vickie Voiers,
vitational Tournament which was held pledge trainer: Linda Witzman, per
at Western Kentucky University. The sonel: Debbie Behrer. chapter
University's club sent two men teams correspondent: Sherrie Durham, rush:
which came in third and fifth places. Leslie Thalheimer and Becky WilkerThey also sent a women's team which son. panhellenic representatives.

Chi Omegas
elect officers

Law students
prepare for the big time
Rv DON McNAY
SUff Writer
For all the budding lawyers on
campus, the Barristers club is for you.
"The main purpose of our club." said
President Mike Stephenson "is to help
people get into Uw school."
Stephenson. a senior law enforcement
major from Maxwell. Ind., said that the
club does a great deal of work in
preparing students for law school.
"We help our members pick courses
that will help them in law school. We
also have speakers from Uw schools
and we try to do things that will give

people a better understanding of law in

general."

The club's faculty advisor. Dr. Ron
Dean from the political science
department, has been very involved
with the culb. Stephenson said, "Dr.
Dean has been helpful in getting
speakers and has done an excellent job
in promoting the club
The club plans to visit either Chase
1-aw School or the University of Kenlucky Law School sometime during the
year. This spring, the club members
will take a practice L.S.A.T. test to
prepare them for the actual test.

By GINNY EAGER
OrganisaUeas Editor

(photo by Steve Rowe)
Trie phone company visited the University last week, but not to install new
phones. Public relations director for South Central Bell, Hal Griffin, spoke with
the Public Relations Student Society of America, Nov. 9 in the Wallace
Building.

Junior Panhellenic
sponsors Super Pledges
By DAWN PERRY
Staff Writer

sorority pledges a chance to meet other
sorority pledges and secondly, it
promotes active members to give more
support to their pledges."

Pinball wizards, pool sharks and foos
ball fiends are preparing to test their
talents in the Junior Panhellenic Super
Jackson, continued, "Each team will
Pledges tournament.
Pledges from 7 soroities will fight to consist of eight members."
"All of the events will take place at
the finish in hopes of capturing the first
the same time," Jackson said. First,
place trophy Wednesday night.
The tournament is scheduled to begin second and third place trophies will be
at 8 pm in the game room of the Powell awarded to the teams with the top three
scores.
Building.
Events include foos ball. pool,
Junior Panhellenic is the governing
howling, air hockey, and pinball. Officials for the games will be body of sorority pledges. According to
representatives from the Panhellenic Jackson. "The purpose of Junior
Panhellic is to instill in sorority pledges,
council.
According to Karen Jackson, first intersorority relations and to make
vice president of the Panhellic council. pledges realize they are not only pledges
"The purpose of the super pledges to one sorority but to the whole Greek
tournament is two - fold First, it gives system."

Editors aate: This is the first of a twopart article on the Interdormitory
Councils.
Dormitories are a staid thing on
campuses. As long as there are
universities, there will be dorms. The
dorms are almost always full and with
all those residents in one place, there
are almost always complaints. And for
these complaints there exists the interdormitory councils.
In the words of Ryan, the University's
president of Men's Interdorm, "It's
been around for a while."
The council (Consists of about 30
members. The president of each house
council is automatically a member and
one other person from each dorm is
elected to serve.
In addition to these men, there eight
at-large members nominated by house
councils who serve from no specific
dorm.
According to Ryan, the at-large
number previously was only four but
this year it was changed to eight. He
also said they stress strong leadership
qualities in the at-large members.
The sponsor of Men's Interdorm is
Dan Bertsos, director of men's
residence hall programs. Since all
residence hall directors work closely
with Bertsos, Ryan said that interdorm
is always attune to the directors.
"I feel that we have a strong voice,"
said Ryan. He said he was surprised at
the cooperation he has received from
the administration. He claimed he had
expected to meet with a lot more opposition than he has.
Although Ryan doesn't know exactly
how long interdorm has been in
existence he does know that it has
changed a lot.
"It's kind of changed roles in the last
couple of years," Ryan said. He explained that in the past their main
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Men's Wear
Downtown Richmond
Open on Sunday till Christmas

hk Christmas, give them a book
ithey can really sink their teeth into.

OWteCMpt/wa
"Tomorrow,
and tomorrow,
and tomorrow."

To:
iFrom:.

Nora)cooluM9~

Macbeth

.

Qve a book of McDonald s gift certificate
and let them sink theirteeth into a BigMac?
Yjpft a Quarter Rounder "with cheese, $*& an
Egg McMuffinyB-all sorts of good things at
McDonald's. Each McDonald's gift certificate
costs 50f. A book of ten is $5 at participating
McEtanald's. So this year, give the Christmas
giftjfflthat s always in good taste. $ Merry
Christmas gift certificates! At- McDonald's.

Prepare for it. The earlier you
begin a life insurance program, the
less you pay. Find out about the
CollegeMaster plan.
,
Call the Fidelity I'nion CollegeMaster
Field Associate in your area:

was

BOB ROBERTS
Ganaral Aaent
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University Shopping Center
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Christmas Shopping
at the
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responsibility was hearing complaints
from residents about dorm life.
>
Although this is still the primary"'
function of the organization they have
now expanded into the administrative
area. By this Ryan said he means they
have begun dealing with the ad-'
ministration in matters that require
policy changes.
One of the important things they have
accomplished were the changes made in '
the open house policy.
"I feel that we've been really successful in the last two years." said.
Ryan. The two main things they have
worked on are the open house policy anr '
the comprehensive fire safety study
which they are still working on.
Ryan said he believes that the
majority of the students are satisfied
with the open house policy now. The
feedback they have received has beei.
positive, he said and there have been no
reports of incidents.
According to Ryan, the fire safety
programs in the dorms are being
changed but the changes are slow in
coming.
Another important aspect of the interdorms is the benefits they sponsor
each year. The most recent one was the1
Halloween Monster Bash in which they
raised about S175.
Both Men's and Women's Interdorm
sponsor the benefits. According to
Ryan, the two organizations practically'
work as one. Their spring project is the
Las Vegas night which is held in the
grill. They are currently considering a
Valentines Day dance.
In the future they plan to work with'
the service sorority. Kappa Delta Tali,
in raising money for charities.
;
Most of the time the Men's Interdorm
donates the money to the Madison'
County Foster Parents Association
Ryan personally said he receivi s • lot'
of satisfaction from his work. "1
4'
thankless jot." he said, but
6*
satisfaction makes it worthwhilr
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Remaining Warm Is
No Problems
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Row Owam
Stave Dowd
6234499
«"* Parry '

128 BIG HILL AVE.
Richmond, Ky. 40475
623-7684

,, Patricia
Ernie
Jim PMson
Larry

*

623-7704
6237703

Beauty
Salons
Get A Great Feeling
With A Great

New Look!
Realistic"
Great Feeling Acid pH Perm ,|
to give your head a chic new turn.
Hair looks healthy, glowing and
alive...thanks to the special acid
pHformula.
And the uniform,
natural-looking curl makes your
hairstyle easy to-care-for whether
it's set, blown dry or lamp dried.
Call soon for an appointment to ge
get your own great feeling of in
slant, brush-in beauty.
Lexington Mall 269-3653
JurfJandMaliJ»jW,0,;
NorthPark 254-4046
SouthPark 272-1811
Xjjktb'rt 695-4200
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Norman Rockwell
painted
American

Arts Editor
A
world
still exists where
freckled, little boys with red hair
and tiny girls with pigtails and a
missing front tooth play in the
sunshine with happy grins on their
faces.
Grandpas still go fishing and
grandmas'with rosy red cheeks still
bake fresh bread in the kitchen. It
was a world where no trouble or
strife existed; a world where life was
a serene and harmonious experience.
It was the world of Norman
Rockwell, a painter who considered
himself an illustrator rather than an
artist. In his more than 300 covers
for The Saturday Evening Post,
Rockwell painted American smalltown life with a reassuring and
gentle touch.

A few weeks ago Rockwell died in
his hometown of Stockbridge. His
death should not be mourned
because he gave Americans a brief
look at the past and they loved him
for it.
i

Many of Rockwell's illustrations
were very humorous, but it was a
wry and gentle humor, never biting
or satiric. Little boys cowering
before the wrath of scolding
teachers, baseball players being
chewed out for a bad play, sailors
receiving tatooes; all this and more
was the world of Norman Rockwell.
He painted life the way Americans wanted to see it-full of love,
not hate; full of peace, not war. He
didn't paint with reality in mind,
and people realized that. We needed

Grand
Re-Opening

Rockwell's illustrations to prove to
ourselves that there is still a world
out there where someone still cares.
Where a country doctor still makes
his medical rounds with a smile and
a kind word.
For the millions of Americans
who migrated from rural areas to
urban areas, Rockwell offered a
small, but significant, consolation.
A Rockwell painting was almost like

having a fresh, mountain-air breeze
hit you across the face or sitting on a
creek with your bare feet dangling
into the clear water.
A Rockwell painting was the next
best thing to sitting on the back
porch, strumming a guitar and
listening to the crickets chirping a
song about life--and love.
Thank you, Norman Rockwell.

Movie Quiz
Questions:
1. Who played the fat man in "The
Maltese Falcon?"
2. Who was the first black to win an
Oscar?
3. What movie did Ingrid Bergman
win an Oscar for?
4. What character in "Rocky
Horror Picture Show" is eaten?

5. How many movies did Lauren
Bacall make with Humphrey Bogart?

Answers:
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Joyce Hannan, a junior psychology major from Berea, does somr facarving on an object for her art class.
'ancy

Are you one of the many camera buffs around campus?
If you enjoy taking pictures and have some that you think are especially
good enter them in the
Progress photo contest. . . .
All enteries must be black A white
photos 5x7 or 8x10.
The winning prints will be published
in the first issue of the spring
semester Jen. 11
Al Mitsrist wl ss jtrdged on creativity
composition. tochnicaJ qosfty.

J $1 off pizza or pasta |
I Trie choice iti yours.
yours One dollar oft
off any Thick ne
■ Chewy* pizza or Thin n Crispy* pizza with yourB
favorite toppings. Or one dollar off any of ourpj
■ delicious spaghetti or Cavatini* pasta creations. I
Just bring in this coupon and
^_^-_
_ a hearty appetite. Offer good
_^M ^L
■ on regular menu prices
"^SE^^^^^Z
■ through December 3 One
[#17721 I
■ coupon per customer per
1_**^V* "■
■ visit. At Pizza Hut* restau_EI--*
■
| rants listed below.
TlliU

Deadline Dec. 14. 78

1st Place - Camera Bag '50** value
2nd Place - M0 Gift Certificate.

ALL PRIZE'S AWARDED FROM THE CAMERA SHOP
Your shop for all photographic needs.

to Pizza

University Shopping

Exchange
Classified Ads

SERVICE DIRECTORY. . .
Ray Brooks Standard

199 E. Main

Compliment. Of

BILL RICE INSURANCE AGENCY
"Your Student Heolth Agency"
Office
623-6681

IT'S EASY. FOLLOW THESE FOUR STEPS:
1. Bring Ad To Progress Office
2. Assessment Will Be Made

112 Big Hill A*e.
Richmond. Ky. 4047S

PRINTING b OFFICE SERVICES

3. Take Form To Bursar's Window.'
4. Return Form To Progress Office

Kentucky Printing Company
QUICK COPY - THESIS - BOOKLETS
RESUMES

// 's That Easy. Direct Communication With Other Students

Richmond Complete Print Shop

Exchange

College Park

MATH TUTOR at all levoie. Caw 623-7146.
FLORIDA hot* group need* campue rep*
to handle spring brack trip* to Dayton*.
Cam free trip and commlaatona. Sand
resume to Tarry Abdo, 129 Saa Ma C ire la.
S. Daytona, Florida 32019.
S60.000 IN FOUR WEEKS - GUARANTEED - Absolutely legal and foolproof.
Sand self-addreeeed .tamped envelope to
Jan Pag*. Boa 634. MartlnvHa. N.J

Archie's 293 (. Main St 624-2424 la
looking for competent paraona with auto
for pins dalhiaJI Apply In parson Friday
gjBO p.m. - 400p.m.
. B 6 J Quick-Print."A wit In th* printing
' W'ac-Csri Una. Richmond. Ky. 40*/o.
10 to 10.000 coo*. wMa you wait
ntln v

p"

»

I

:

WANTED: Student to sen epaciafty and
fund rateing item, to all groupa. Good
commWontl Writ. W.H. Specialty Co..
236 Laffoon Drlva. Frankfort. Kentucky
40601 or call (5021 696-1466.
—

-

—

--

■

-

-
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Landadown Club win ba available for
private party rental. For more information
cat 609-277-3609 Monday - Friday 10*0400 Lexington, Ky.
Profeeelonal reauma aarvioa: We prepare
reeumes that unlock door* of opportunity.
For price Hat write Profaeelonal Reauma
Service. 140 Surburben Court. Lexington,
Ky. 40603.
SILK FLOWERS - Beautiful - leettng arrangement* lor daeorationa.wedSlnge.
corugn - great gift., reasonably price..
CaH Mary Anna Rowtatt. 623-3966.

or" «i—'.

[ ganarou.lv
6234993

Naadad

- '"" 'i aJMfci pay
by

Doe.

9.

Call

I will decorate cake, for any occasion.
Call 966-1946.
HELP WANTED: The Madison County
Nawaweek I* Making a mature agraaahr*
Individual for part time ulai - editorial
work. Ideal supplementary income for
college student*. CM 1-800-292-9473
Monday thru Friday 9 *.m.-4 p.m. Pax1
Wiadom
\

Dull Work
High Pay!
Par\-time on campus Distributing
advertising materials no selling
Chpose you; hours 4-25 weekly fay
» . ' ' Is hjsetj upon -.- j.tiount ol materials distributed, our >~average rep
earns $4 65/hour
.American Passage

Wanted: term paper I Muit ba on urban
•ajplrUca

Ph. 623 0828

TV SERVICE

M969 Von.....

- ■■* sale, br*»d new

paint job. runs wad' CaH KS '.- Z...
for b#it oftaK.

-

708 w,ntn «>t N
Seam WA 96109
; 12061 ?82 8ttl

SERVICE STATION

RICHMOND CABLE TV
"Bui Connection In Toym"

Call 6234163
For Hook Up
1617 Fox Haven Or.
Richmond. Ky.

Eastern By-Paa.

PH 623-3272

ldU^:.'JI4|
CABIN GUN SHOP
303 Oeri L*n*
Eastarn By-Pa*.
Richmond. Kf.
Leva) U. neaea* unia#«Z»«Z86
FFL 61-11387 Home 923-1677

Phone
623-4365

University Plaza
Phone 623-0804

Richmond. Ky.

312 IRVINE STREET

Office And School Supply

HAMM'S GULF
24 Hr. Wrecker Service
Student Checks

Available in
Cabled Areas Only

WATSON'S TV SERVICE
Service on most Makes
^ and models
aj^-

BROWNE'S OFFICE SUPPLY

BARGERS EXXON

■ '

a;

FLOWER SERVICE

Phone 623-1601

atM,,,
923-9711'

Phone
623-4094

400 E. Main

PET SUPPLIES SERVICE

i

RAY BRQOKS STANDARD
Hront End Alignment
Brake Work
Tune-Op
199 E. Main
Richmond, Ky.

Richmond. Ky.

MADISON FLOWER SHOP
Present this ad for
25i off on next local
purchase

.

QUICK SERVICE
- ' TIRE SALES
Dependable Towing Service
"WfPJH coma out and nan your car"
EKU BY-PASS
Richmond. Ky.

212 Water Street

TROPICAL HOUSE
Large Selection of Troprcel a, Marina
(/ Fieh. Pet. and Supplies

JQ

219 Porter Dr.

<-"

Ph. .623-7223

'Unoriginal Sinner' is Powers at his worst
Bv DON MCNAY
SUft Writer
Over three years ago, John R. Powers
made his writing debut with a semi autobiographical account of a grade
school student called The Last Catholic
In America.
Powers follows this with a hilarious
sequel call Da Black Patent Leather
Shoes Keally Reflect Up? Powers now
writes about college and young
adulthood in his new book The
Unoriginal Sinner and the lcc-<ream
God.
The 1'anrtginal Sinner is about the life

of Tim Conroy. a young Catholic who scenes concerns Conroy meeting a girl's
attends a commuter college in Chicago parents while the father is watching a
The main feature of the book is Conroys documentary on porpoises
letters to God. Conroy's God is not your
usual God. he doubles as a gas-station
attendant who answers Conroy's letters
with flippant yet logical answers.
The book's early chapters concern
Suddenly. Power's book shifts from
Conroy's dating process. One of Ms amusing to reflection on life, and from
dales
was
nick-named
"Thun- there the book becomes very downbeat.
derthighs." one was recently in the Conroy breaks up with his girlfriend
convent, and the one who he asked to and his gas-station God, has a heart
marry him was met while Conroy was attack, and eventually Conroy himself
buying oatmeal cookies.
dies in the end.
The early part of Power's book is an
The books starta out very well, but
amusing account of the people that dies al the end.
Conroy meets. One of the most amusing
The I -original sinner is not a bad

Book Review

Ted Nugent
Ted Nugent will rock rupp Arena in Lexington with a concert on
December 10, 1978 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $7 and $8.

If there is anything going on in the arts that
might make a good story please send your

Next, on Saturday, Dec. 2 at 2
p.m., 7 p.m., and on Dec. 3 at 2

suggestions to Larry Bernard, Arts Editor

p.m. Richmond's Community Children's Theater will present "Hansel
and Gretel" in the Posey Auditorium of the Stratum Building.
Admission to the performance
will be SI.SO for adults and SI for
children. Two free books from the
Reading is Fundamental (RIF)
group will be available to those who
attend on a first come, first served
basis.

Finally, on Dec. 5 in Hiram Brock
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m., the EKU
Department of Biological Sciences
will sponsor an Audubon Wildlife
Film. The Okefenokee, one of the
largest and most primitive swamps
in the United States, will be featured
in the film. Plant and animal life in
this mysterious and ancient wilderness will be explored in the film.

The Green River of Kentucky is
examined in an hour-long documentary entitled "Green River" on
Thursday. Dec. 7 at 9 p.m. on KET.
The Western Kentucky University
Television Center (WKUTO production documents the history of
the river as well as some of the
current uses of the waterway by the
coal industry.

The mysteries of Easter Island its giant sculptered heads, or moai;
its original inhabitants and how they
arrived on the remote Pacific isle; its
once - great population growth and
its swift demise; and why the island
has been left so barren - are all
explored by Captain Jacques Cousteau and his son Philippe in the
hour - long season premiere of "The
Cousteau Odyssey," which airs
Wednesday, December 6 at 8 p.m.
KET.
The season premiere, entitled
"Blind Prophets of Easter Island,"
is the first of four all - new Cousteau'

and Mom Sizes

WOLVERWE' MEN'S
HS0NBSO0T

-iv

220 EMt Mam
PREPARE FOR:

- Holiday Drt* sst*s
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Bonus for first time donors with this ad.
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There IS m difference!!!

623-1714
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ANDYS

;Andys Pizza Palace OuOM066M660MW6~

STUDIFJ) IN
LONDON PARIS
NEW YORK ft I .A

LEXINGTON. KY.

2043 Oxford Circle
254-8047

Join Andy

0 anv« am Mon.-Fri.

i

I

• am-3 pm Sat.

Fresh Shrimp

Expire s Dec. 5,78

Pizza

!

Cardinal Valley
Shopping Center

THURSDAY NIGHT
SPECIAL..

For A

■•

"Medtx." a new health and
dicine series, premieres with a
look at the growing social problem
of self - destruction, in the half-hour
program "And I'll Talk To You
Tomorrow." The program airs
Friday. Dec. 8 at 4:30 p.m. (ET),
3:30 p.m. (CT) on The Kentucky
Network. KET.

'.'.
' »l -\ltirr
Prom C.ou ns

- I'lioi .'at 11 .i.

K4^
djjfclfMjA
•n War •"■■

|

"Monty Python and the Holy
Grail," a comic derision of the King
Arthur legend, airs on "Cinema
Showcase" Saturday, Dec. 9 at II
p.m. (ET), 10 p.m. <CT), on The
Kentucky Network. KET.
The 1975 movie, written and
performed byfthe zanies of "Monty
Python's Flying Circus." features
Michael PalUi. Eric Idle, John
Clcesc. Tern Jones and Graham
Chapman ft medieval knights who
embark on a mock heroic quest for
e Holy Grail.

Services \»jilaM*?
- W fdillu'f -\. • s*.
• I uxedn Kontal

|

specials which will be presented on
KET during 1978 - 79.

ANITAS BRIDAL
BOUTIQUE

Wolverine Hiking
Boot in Womens

$

Cnnroy has a Jewish friend with
whom he can trade ana • Semitic and
anti-Christian insults Has usual satire
returns to viciousness la this book.
Powers' humourous study of personalities and his off - hand remarks are
not had. but this book is not a credit to
his work The Cnnrigtnal Sinner and the
lee-Cream Gad win not he the boom to
Powers" career that his first two books

KET highlights

What's
happening
Upcoming events on Eastern's
campus for students begin this
evening at 7 p.m. in Gifford Theatre
as Dr. Rolf Hovey, professor of
music at Berea College will give a
lecture/demonstration on International Music.
Hovey has travelled in the Orient
and Africa, recently returning from
Soo Chow University in Taipei
where he was a visiting professor of
music.
Sponsored by the department of
humanities as a Central University/
University Center Board program,
the lecture will feature students
from Berea College singing and
playing music from around the
world.
Students and faculty are invited to
attend.

book, but is not hatf as good as Power's
previous two efforts Powers does his
usual attack on Catholic fallacies, but
this time Powers goes into an attack on
religion in general.
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Senate discusses
amendments, exchange
programs, Tun in the Sun'
By ROBIN PATER
Staff Writer
A number of items were discussed at
the last Student Association meeting
held Tuesday. Nov. 28 Among them.
Senator Charles Floyd's amendment to
Article II of the Senate's constitution
was finally brought off the table and
voted for by Senators. The amendment
simply allows for clarity in Article II
which now states that all chairpersons
of the committees shall be elected
members of the Student Senate except
as otherwise provided for the in constitution.
The Senate's budget was announced
by finance committee chairman Maria
Domenech. who resorted a total budget
amounting to $7,877
As a result of the Student Government
Association of Kentucky (8GAK)
convention held in Louisville a week ago
Sunday, the Student Association will be
seeking student representation on the
Council for Higher Education.
"We have secured committments
from several gubernatorial candidates

:

in the state and are trying for more."
stated Senate vice-president John
Cooper.
Another product resulting from the
convention, which Senators Maria
Domenech and Barb Durham attended.
was an exchange program that will be
initiated. The exchange will mean that
the Senate will receive student
publications from each state university
in Kentucky.
'This will be a good way to find mit
what's going on in other schools."
Cooper explained. "It will enable us to
broaden our communications with other
student governments," he added.
Senator Mark Hester, public relations
chairman, informed Senators that a
student government pamphlet is being
put together by members of the Student
Association in order to make students on
campus, as well as other school
governments aware of "what we're all
about." said Hester.
"Pun in the Sun" titles the spring
break display project the Swats is
working on for exhibition next week in
front of the Powell information

The display will feature
about a spring cruise
package that possibly will
trip to Daytona
Lauderdale.
"This will be a service a lot of
students will want to
of." commented Senate |
Foster. "We are trying to get the
cheapest form of travel
together for students,'' he
"Hopefully we'll have tms out i
In executive reports,
members of the Mud—
that he has alicwssiJ
Dealing of IS parking
University President J.C.
Though 1 received no
■Mr," replied Cooper, "they are
looking into the sHuation IHi
the Board of Regents at
meeting."
In other business. Door
Night is finishing up tM
also working on
exchange for the

Broken dreams have
not shattered Maria Bates

i

Carried away
Eastern's victorious Colonel* celebrate Coach Roy Kidd's
looth career victory. The celebration would have been a lot
happier if Murray would have upset Western but the
Hilltoppers triumphed and won the OVC. Eastern finished
with an 8-2 record and ranked eighth nationally after

trouncing Morehead 30-0. The Colonels placed six men on the
Atl-OVC team. They are: Dale Patton. Dean Stuckey, David
Neal. Joe Richard. Dan Martin and Chris Roberts. The
Colonels only graduate four seniors and look forward to a
veteran team next year and another shot at the OVC title.

Kor a quarter of a century, she has
As a girl. Maria (pronounced Mar
■eye-ai Bates dreamed of becoming a worked five and one-half days a week,
and along with husband. Hugh, who
nurse
Bui. societal circumstances never retired five years ago from the
allowed her to wear that little white I'niversity. she has reared four
children. Iwo of whom are, or will soon
cap.
Broken dreams don't necessarily be. University graduates.
Students who needed her care over the
have to shatter one's life, however, so
Maria Bates is about to retire from 24 vears have become her friends, and she.
years of caring for her patients and in the development of that friendship.
rendering more care and concern than always gave them a little special love.
"I love working with students." Maria
one could ask of Florence Nightingale
The fulfillment of her dream started smiles. "I try to give them s little extra
in 1854 when she came to the campus to time and they pass the word. A student
work in the old infirmary which was will sometimes come in and tell me he's
temporarily located in old Stateland heard about my bacon and eggs or my
while quarters in Sullivan Hall were grilled cheese sandwiches."
Maria makes it s special point to
being renovated.
And. except for a brief time as cook spend time with the bed patients in the
for the athletes in the cafeteria. Maria infirmary, her primary responsibility
has dispensed her tender loving care to now She cooks soup, and as she admits,
her scrambled eggs and grilled cheese
students and faculty ever since.
"I always dreamed of being a nurse." are campus renown.
But. her culinary talents have never
she says, "so I guess my job was a way
completely been exposed in the campus
of making that dream come true "
During the years, she unpacked setting. • I have to cook things they can
medicines, labeled them, helped the eal when they're sick," she says, "but
nurses do their work, and as she says. I'm pretty good with fried chicken,
greens, green beans and roils with my
"during vacations. I treated colds, special sauce."
headaches and minor accidents myself
Educators sometimes lament the
They used to call me Dr. Bates!"
tremendous changes in student at-

titudes over the past decades, but Maria
will have none of that.
They haven't changed that much
They Mill get sick Oh. once in a while
one will come in with a chip an his
shoulder, but usually, by the time he
leaves it's gone."
Maria will call her nursing career
quits soon, mainly because of her
health, hut also because she wants seme
lime at home.
I discovered I was a diabetic." she
recalled recently, "and hare I
walking around in a coma
didn't even know there was
wrong with me. I've lost!
lot of my strength. And. after getting to
work for the last two winters from 12
miles out. well. I'm ready to stay
and rest a while."
She hopes to do more quilting, ci
from their garden and enjoy the new
home she and Hugh bought some time
ago.
Degree or not .
maybe but Maria Bates has
credit to the nursing profession in her
own unique way.
She is a living example that there is
great majesty in that kind of
matter what the circumstances.
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Dateline:
By GINNY EAGER
Organliatioan Editor
Things are getting a little hectic as the
end of another semester draws nearer
Term papers are due in a week, assignments one has known about all semester
are just now being done - it all piles up.
On top of all the work one absolutely
must do. pre - registration starts Monday
and that also takes time.
But amid all the frantic rush there are
bright spots. The Christmas season is
officially started and gifts must be bought.
wrapped and hid until that special day.
Television has also put on its Christmas
suit.
One of the holiday shows is "Bing Crosby
- The Christmas Years." This hour long
special is woven around highlights of
Crosby's Christmas specials that he did
each year.
There are some excellent movies on this
week.CindyWilliams and Paul Shenar star
in "Suddenly. Love" a touching love story.
It is on Monday. Dec. 4. at 9 p.m.
Wednesday. Dec. 6 at 9 p.m. "The Steel
Cowboy" aires. This is a story of a
struggling independent trucker and stars
James Brolin
Tonight at 8:30 p.m. in Brock
Auditorium there will be a choral concert.
It is sure to be a special treat for all music
buffs.
Downtown at Lee's Little Inn. one can
catch the Colin Oliver show from 8 to
midnight. They also serve excellent food
while presenting good music.

Today

11:45 a.m. BSU Lunchencounter. Powell
Building
« p.m. Men's Volleyball. Begley Gym
7 p.m. International Music Lecture by
Dr, Rolf Hovey, Gilford Theatre
II p.m. Baha'i Faith informal
discussions. Brockton 620
H::ie p.m. Cave Club meeting. Ferrell
Room. Combs Building
N:3« p.m. Choral Concert. Brock
Auditorium
II p.m. movie. "The Green Berets."
Dupree Hall

Friday

o«c. i

»:3i p.m. Colonels
Columbia. Missouri *

Saturday

vs.

Missouri.

o*.2

1:311
n.m. Phi .Alpha
Alnha Theta
Thi-ta party,
nartv for
i::w p.m.
more information call Cindy Etkin
7 p.m. The Richmond Children's Theatre
presents "Hansel and Gretal." Posey
Auditorium. Stratfon Building

Sunday

€G© PRESENTS
-."',

\i
Chech local PBS station lor broadcast day and time

Monday

Nov. 30

Dec. 3

No.imb«r 30, 1078

DM. S

7:15 a.m. Wesley Foundation prayer
breakfast
7 a.m. BSU prayer breakfast
R:*M p.m. WOS meeting, Weaver
K::MI p.m. Phi Epsilon Kappa. Conference Room C. Powell Building

Wednesday
»

DM.«

1:30 p.m. Barristers meeting. Conference Room A. Powell Building
1:43 p.m. Social Work Club meeting,
Wallace 447
B p.m. Chess Club meeting, game room.
Powell Building
All items appearing in
Dateline should be tent
to Ginny Eager, organizations editor, the
Eastern Progress, Jones
Building, by Friday
preceding publication.

I p.m.
"Hansel and Greta," Posey
Auditorium. Strallon Building
9:30
p.m.
Wesley
Foundation
Celebration Service
fi p.m. Men's Volleyball. Begley Gym
» p.m. Telford Hall Christmas "|arly
,,,,,'

Captain Jacques Couttaau (pictured) and PMIIppa Couttaau in
this . season's premiere of THE
. COUSTEAU OOYSSEY explore the
mysteries of a remote Pacilic isle
m 'Blind Prophets of Easter Island.'
an hour-long special to be broadcast Wednesday. Dec. 6 on PBS
Together they investigate: the
island's giant sculptured heads,
which the islanders once believed
gave spiritual power, and which
once toppled and were replaced by
the equally mystifying bird-man
cult, the original inhabitants and
how they arrived at their farremoved home: the island's oncegreat population growth and its
swift demise: and why the island
has been left so barren.
While piloting a gyrocopter during
the filming, Philippe Cousteau
suffered a near-fatal accident when
the copter's engine failed and
crashed into the island's leper
colony. Though hopitalized. after
months of continuing exercise and
therapy Philippe recovered and is
now actively participating in other
Costeau Society expeditions.
Easter Island is described in the
broadcast by Captain Cousteau as

"the earth's loneliest habitation—
and the most puzzling.''
This easternmost Polynesian
island is 2.300 miles west of Chile.
The island was given its name by
western explorer Dutch Admiral
Jakob Roggeveen who discovered
it on Easier eve in 1722. The
closest inhabited island is more
than a thousand miles further to
the west.
"Easter Island is a microcosm
of the human story lost m silence—
a civilization that finally closed all
its pathways to life and died trying
to repeat itself.'' Captain Cousteu
comments. A thriving civilization
with remarkable building techniques and its own written.language
was finally reduced to a handful of
people, hiding in caves and hunting
one another, he says. Internal
warfare and ignorance destroyed
the balance of nature which kept
the island self-sufficient.
Captain Cousteau concludes that
"history is filled with melancholy
parables, and Easter Island is one
of them—a reminder that man's
unparalleled creative gift seems
inextricably linked to its own
self-destruct mechanism."
iv counxoe M«U «c

Dec. 4

11:45 a.m. BSU Lunchencounter. Powell
Building
4:M p.m. Progress staff meeting.
Progress office. Jones Building
7 p.m. Soil Conservation Society
meeting. Carter Building
IiM p.m. EKU vs. Dayton. Alumni
Coliseum
7::M» p.m. NAACP meeting. Conference
Room A. Powell Building

Tuesday

The Cousteau Odyssey

i i x^/ -:. -•-
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WEKU-FM has categorized their program schedule for the convenience
of listeners who prefer to tune in to their favorite types of programs.
The categories are listed below for the benefit of Progress readers.
Complete listings for WEKU-FM are included on page 2.
Bluegrass Alive. Sundays at 7:30 p.m.'
Folk Festival, USA. Sundays at 8:30 p.m
CLASSICAL MUSIC
"OLD-TIME" RADIO SHOWS
International Concert Hall. Mondays at
Best of "Old-Time" Radio. Mondays and
10:00 a.m.
Fridays at 6:30 p.m.
Toscanim The Man Behind The Legend.
You Bet Your Life ("old-time" TV), TuesTuesdays at 10:00 a.m.
days at 6:30 p.m.*
Ives: The Unanswered Question, Tuesdays
Barry Crane, Private Investigator, Wednesat 11:00 a.m.*
days
at 6 30 p.m.*
Campus Musics. Wednesdays at 10:00a.m.'
Short Story, Thursdays at 6:30 p.m."
Morning Concert. Thursdays and Fridays
at 10:00 a.m.
NEWS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS • INFORMATION
Potpourri of Classics. Weekdays at 12:30
Journal. Weekdays at 6:00 a.m.
p.m.
Options. Friday - Monday at 9:00 a.m.
Chicago Symphony, Saturdays at 10:00a.m
National Press Club Luncheons, Tuesdays
The Great Operas. Saturdays at 12 noon
at 9 00 am
Options In Education, Wednesdays at 9:00
New York Philharmonic. Sundays at 1000
a.m.
a.m., repeated Fridays at 7:30 p.n..
National Town Meeting, Thursdays at
JAZZ MUSIC
900 a.m.
Just Jazz. Weekdays at 3:30 p.m
Conversations. Weekdays at 12:00 noon,
Jazz Unlimited. Weekdays at 830 p.m.
repeated at 7:15 p.m.
Protect Weekend, Weekend mornings at
Mid-Day Report, Weekdays at 12 15 pm
6:00 a.m.
Afternoon Report. Weekdays at 5:15 p.m.
Soul Spotlight, Saturdays at 8:30 p.m
Studs Terkel's Almanac. Mondays at 7 30
Jazz Alive), Sundays at 12 noon.
p.m '
Jazz Firsts, Sundays at 1 30 p.m.*
A Look At
., Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m.
Jazz Revisited, Sundays at 2:30 p.m
Inquiry.
Wednesdays at 8 00 p.m.
Jazz It Upl. Sundays at 300 p.m.
Evening Journal. Thursdays at 7:30 p m
PERFORMING ART8
AND THEN SOME . ..
Curtain Time. Weekdays at 5 30 p m
EKU Football. Saturdays.
Voices in the Wind, Tuesdays at 7 30 p m
EKU Basketball, Various nights and times
Roar of the Greasepaint, Saturdays at
Stars and Stuff (science fiction drama),
4:00 p.m.
Saturdays at 7 30 p.m."
Music of America. Sundays at 6:30 p m."
Backtrack (oldies). Sundays at 10 30 p.n
FOLK AND BLUEGRASS MUSIC
"New Program
;♦•••

u«

Public Radio 88.9

W6KU
Today

Nov. 30

12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12 00 noon for complete
program description.
12:15 PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT
See Monday. 12 15 PM tor complete
program description
12:30 PM — POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FMs Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3 30 PM tor complete
program descripti on
5:15 PM - AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5.15 p.m. lor complete
program description
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical The Saa Hawk
6:30 PM - SHORT STORY (New Program)
A series of half-hour dramatizations.
based on short stories
7:00 PM — LUM °N ABNER
See Monday. 7 CO PM for complete
program description
7:15 PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat of this afternoon's program
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program description
7JO PM — EVENING JOURNAL
This "spin-off" of our weekday morning
program. Journal, presents a collection
of Behind-the-Nnws features, interviews, news and analysis
830 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8 30 PM for complete
program description

Friday

DM. I

6:00 AM — JOURNAL
See Monday 6 00 AM for complete
program description
9:00 AM - OPTIONS
See Monday. 900 AM
10:00 AM BOSTON SYMPHONY (New Program)
The world-renowned Boston
Symphony 101ns WEKU-FMs line-up
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program description
12:15 PM — THE MID-OAY REPORT
See Monday. 12 15 PM for complete
program description

11-30-78
MO AM - OPTIONS
See Monday. 9 00 AM for complete
program description This is nof a
repeat of earlier Programs.

10*0 AMINTERNATIONAL CONCERT HALL
This series from National Public Radio
presents recorded-live concerts from
*:• ... ihr wnrirt Hiqhlight:

10:00 AM - CHICAGO SYMPHONY
Live-on-tape recordings of the renowned Chicago Symphony Orchestra's 1978-79 season Highlights

CORELLI Concerto Grosso in D
Maior. Opus 6. No 4
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
There it. an endless variety ul ,ntere»ting
people in and around the Central
Kentucky area Conversations brings
these people to you
12:1$ PM - THE MID-OAY REPORT
A 15-Minute summary of international,
national, and regional/local news,
weather and sports.
12:30 PM — POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM's Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers Highliahts

12:00 PM - THE QREAT OPERAS
Loy Lee hosts this presentation of one
of the world's great operas. Highlights
ROOT The Haymakers with North
Texas State University Grand Chorus.
McKinley conducting
4:00 PM - THE ROAR
OF THE GREASEPAINT
A varied selection ol everyone's favorite
music from stage and silvar screen
7:30 PMSTARS AND STUFF (New Program)
A series of science fiction/fantasy
stories, all original, fresh, solid armchair clutching high adventures.
1:30 PM - SOUL SPOTLIGHT
A funky mixture of disco. R4B. and
jazz music

Sunday

Dec. 3

•:O0 AM - PROJECT WEEKENO
Wake up with us and our weekend
morning presentation of light iazz.
news, weather, and special features
tWM AM - OPTIONS
See Mondav 9:00 AM
10:00 AM - NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC
Another rousing season of New York
Philharmonic performances. Highligr s
SCHUBERT Rosamunda Overture
& Excerpts
STRAUSS Four Last Songs
12:00 PM — JAZZ ALIVE!
This excellent series from National
Public Radio offers recorded-live iazz
A tribute to Lionel Hampton.
' 1:30 PM - JAZZ FIRSTS (New Program)
Loy Lee presents and comments on
selections from new iazz recordings
2:30 PM — JAZZ REVISITED
This National Public Radio series.
hosted by Hazen Shoemacher. presents and evaluates the early years ol
recorded iazz. from 1917-1947

TSCHAIKOVSKY Symphony »6 Path
ehque
WEILL Suite from the Threepenny
Opera
*^ '
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
Basie. Benson Byrd. Ellington. Mann.
Brubeck. Montgomery. Tjader. Wiesburg
the list goes on and on
5:1$ PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
A 15- minute summary of the day's news
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Eachweeknight Curtain Time presents
he entire soundtrack or ong.nai c„,
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical Highlights
^

•JO PM - THE BEST
OF "OLD-TIME' RADIO
7:00 PM - LUM N ABNER
Recordings of one of the most remembered of all "Old-Time" radio
comedies, starring Chet Lauck as Lum
and Norns Gotf as Abner
7:1$ PM — CONVERSATIONS
A repeat of this afternoons program
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program description.
7:30 PM - STUDS TERKEL*
ALMANAC (New Program)
Few of the guests on Studs Terkels
programs bring as varied a range of
talents before the microphone as the
host himself
8:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
Three and a half hours of the very best
in jazz — traditional, contemporary
progressive and avant garde styles, plus
frequent profiles of new and outstanding albums and musicians

Women s Jazz Festival
3:00 PM - JAZZ IT UP:
A weekly presentation of big band swing
music, along with Dixieland, and contemporary big bands
6:30 PM - THE MUSIC OF AMERICA
(NEW PROGRAM)
A look at some of me music that
America's as some of America's mdiginous music

Tuesday

Dec. s

6:00 AM — JOURNAL
See Monday. 6 00 AM lor complete
program description.

o.30 PM — THE BEST
OF -OLD-TIME- RADIO
7:30 PM — OPTIONS
IN EDUCATION (REPEAT)
A repeat of Wednesday morning's
program. See Wednesday. 9:00 AM for
complete program description

1O.30 PM - BACKTRACK
It's hard to believe but rock and roll has
been around for almost a quarter of a
century And that's long enough to build
up quite a library of what are now fondly
known as oldies but goodies

9*0 AM — NATIONAL
PRESS CLUB LUNCHEONS
The National Press Club in Washington
is noted for its interesting and entertaining luncheon speakers
10:00 AM - TOSCANINI:
THE MAN BEHIND THE LEGEND
What is the truth about the legend
created around the man. Toscanini'
Was he an autocrat, a dictator in the
world of music'' Or was he. as many believe, the greatest conductor who ever
lived'' This weekly series, originally
aired on NBC radio, tries to answer
these and other questions
11:00 AM - CHARLES IVES:
THE UNANSWERED QUESTION
This series surveys the musical and
prose output ol the great American
composer and insurance executive.
Charles Ives
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program description.

•:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8:30 PM for complete
program description

Monday

12:15 PM - THE MID-OAY REPORT
See Monday. 12 15 PM for complete
program description

12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FMs Loy Lee Hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3:30 PM for complete
program description
5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5 15 PM for complete
program description
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical Anyone Can Whistle

Saturday

DOC.

2

MOAM- PROJECT WEEKEND
Wake up with us and our weekend
morning presentation of light jazz,
news, weather and special features.

,V.

7:30 PMBLUEGRASS ALIVEI (New Program)
Renfro Valley. Kentucky was host to
two bluegrass festivals earlier this year
The Mac Wiseman Bluegrass Festival
and The McLain Family Band Family
Festival
8:30 PM — FOLK FESTIVAL, USA
National Public Radio's highly acclaimed weekly series of Live on tape
Folk. Blues and Bluegrass festival performances from virtually all Of the 50
States

D*.

4

6:00 AM — JOURNAL
Bringing People the news requires more
than a five-minute newscast at "The top
of the hour." It requires a thorough
examination of international, national,
regional and local events, weather and
sports
9:00 AM - OPTIONS

-

12:30 PM — POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FMs Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers Highlight*
MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in
E minor. Opus 64
MAHLER Symphony »4

•

3 30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday 3 30 pm lor complete
P'ogiam m>si -iptioi
5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5:15 PM for complete program description
5:30 PM — CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical Highlights
Hall a Sixpence (Original Cast)
•:30 PM - YOU BET YOUR LIFE (Return)
The most irreverant of the zany Marx
Brothers, Groucho, greets and heckles
contestants on this hilarious quiz show
7:00 PM -LUM H ABNER
See Monday. 7 00 PM for complete pro
gram description
7:18 PM - CONVERSATIONS
A
repeat of this afternoon's program
Sea Monday. 12.00 noon for complete
program description
7:30 PM - VOICES IN THE WIND
Writers, painters, actors, poets,
musicians, sculptors — artists of all
kinds are interviewed on this weekly
arts magazine from National Public
Radio, hosted by Oscar Brand
• 30 PM — JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8 30 PM for complete program description

Wednesday

DK.

6

•KM AM - JOURNAL
See Monday, 6.00 AM tor complete
program description
9:00 AM - OPTIONS IN EDUCATION
This award-winning program from
National Public Radio is a fast-paced
report on numerous aspects of educational practices and innovations
10:00 AM - CAMPUS MUSIC A
This new senes features concerts given
by the symphony orchestras of our
nation's colleges and schools of
music
BEETHOVEN Egmont Overture
SCHUBERT Symphony No 8 in B
Minor Unfinished.
BACH Toccata in G Maior.
BARBER Two Arias from Vanessa.
STRAVINSKY The Firebird.
The East Carolina Symphony Orchestra. Robert Hause. conductor.
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3 30
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12 00 Noon for complete
program description
12,

T OU 1 OF
W«.rcJ!P
f ""
CLASSICS
WEKU-FM s Loy Lee hosts this daily

concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers
5:1$ PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday 5 15 PM
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
record, g of a motion picture or stage
mua>< ni ' '-ghlights
Funny Girl (Original Cast)
6:30 PM - BARRY QRAIG. PRIVATE NVESTIGATOR (New Program)
7:00 PM — LUM N ABNER
See Monday. 7:00 PM
7:15 PM — CONVERSATIONS
A repeat of this afternoon's program
See Monday. 12 00 noon for complete
program rfescriotion
7:30 PM - A LOOK AT ...
This weekly topical interview program,
hosted by Ron Smith, does exactly what
its name says It takes A Loo* At any
number of newsworthy topics, current
events and interesting people
8:00 PM - INQUIRY (Return)
The modern world is a complex place,
morally and ethically. The EKU Campus
Ministers Association takes a look at
current world and local issues from a
Moral point ol view
6:30 PM — JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8 30 PM

fiSflltJsJ
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Nov. 30

NEWS
BOOM
ABC NEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
GEJ>.
CANDID CAMERA
FAMILY AFFAIR
MV THREE SONS
MACNETL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
NASHVILLE ON THE ROAD
FAMILY FEUD
MS CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWED GAME
PROJECT UFO
FROSTY THE SNOWMAN
KENTUCKY NOW
MORI AND MINDY
RAGGEDY ANN AND ANDY
LEGISLATIVE
INTERIM
-JT
WHArS HAPPENING
QUINCY
JOB HALL ROAST
HERE TO MAKE MUSIC
BARNEY MILLER
SOAP
FAME
BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE
WB AJNT WHAT WE WAS
CBS NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
CBS LATE MOVIE
STARSKY AND HUTCH S W A T
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE
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NEWS
BOOM
ABC NEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEW!
GUTEN

TAG

COMMENT ON KENTUCKY
NEWLYWED GAME
WINNIE THE POOH AND THE
BLUSTERY DAY
© THE NEW ADVENTURES OF
WONDER WOMAN
0
WASHINGTON WEEK
IN
REVIEW
DONNY AND MARIE
MFF*RENT STROKES
WALL STREET WEEK
THE ROCKFORD FILES
THE INCREDIBLE HULK
FARM DIGEST
NCAA FOOTBALL
SCROOGE
BOXY GRAHAM CRUSADE
THE PALLISERS
ffl NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
MOVIE -(DRAMA) ••* "OscaPIke"
NEWS
BABETTA
THE MIDNIGHT SPH1 A!.
JUKEBOX
MOVIE -(ADVENTURE-COMEDY)
H
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M MOVIE-(DRAMA)
Nl«»«" IMS

I MOVIE -(HORROR) ••
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f TOBACCO TALK
TEACHING LIFE SCIENCE IN THE
TARY SCHOOL
THIS IS THE NFL
ULIAS YOGA AND YOU
FBJ.
CBOCKETrS
VICTORY
GARDEN
m WOR
WORLD UCHT HEAVYWEIGHT
JVUA CHILD AND COMPANY
NCAA FOOTBALL
SPORTS SPECTACULAR
ANTIQUES
ALL-STAR SOCCER
PORTER WAGONER SHOW
eVEMMO
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
NEWS
NOVA
l» NBC NEWS
HEEHAW
V LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES
COUSTEAU
©
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
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FHUNG UNE
WELCOME BACK, KOTTER
CARTER COUNTRY
THE STORY OF CHRISTMAS
THE LONG SEARCH
THE LOVE BOAT
© KENTUCKY ILLUSTRATED
WEEKEND
BOXY GRAHAM CRUSADE
PRISONER
I FANTASY ISLAND
I © O NEWS
MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING
CIRCUS
B ABC NEWS
m SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
©MOVIE-(COMEDY) "1 "Ostratiaa
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(MOVIE -(DRAMA) ••• The Carpet
r ten" IBM
STAB TREK
MOVIE -(DRAMA) ••• "BntaerNW" IMS
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KENTUCKY AFTELD
CATHOLIC MASS
OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR
TOBACCO TALK
REVIVAL HOUR
LONE RANGER
DR.THEA JONES
VOICE OF THE MOUNTAINS
REXHUMBABD
SESAME STREET
JIMMY SWAGGART
THE STORY
REVIVAL FIRES
GOSPEL SINGING JUBILEE
WHAT'S NEW MISTER MAGOOT
MISTER ROGERS
DR. NORMAN VINCENT PEALE
WORLD TOMORROW
CLUE CLUB
ELECTRIC COMPANY
ANIMALS, ANIMALS, ANIMALS
NEW SHAPES IN EDUCATION
DAY OF DISCOVERY
REVIVAL IN AMERICA
LMMANUAL BAPTIST CHURCH
tVKS
BEVrVAL TABERNACLE
HERALD OF TRUTH
IT IS WRITTEN
REBOP
ONEWAY
YOUR GOVERNMENT
FACE THE NATION
STUDIO SEE

MEET THE PRESS
DOtECTIONS
FREESTYLE
ROBERT SCHULLER
NFL -71 (PREGAME)
NFL TODAY (PREGAME)
I BIG BLUE MARBLE
I© NFL FOOTBALL
WASHINGTON WEEK
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NEWUFE
m WALL rrREET WEEK
ISSUES AND ANSWERS
!H m COMMENT ON KENTUCKY
FOCUS
fcM W. KENTUCKY NOW
CORE
IN 9 KET ADVISORY REPORT
WAYNE NEWTON SPECIAL
4M (» NFL FOOTBALL
HOLLYWOOD CHRISTMAS
PARADE
9 PRISONER
B IRONSIDE
5.M W THE LONG SEARCH
0 MOVIE -(ADVENTURE) •• "Tarlaa'i Sinir Firj1" 1IM
EVENING

FRAN CURO SHOW
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M MINUTES
THE PALLISERS
HARDY BOYS
l» BOB HOPE SPECIAL
ALL IN THE FAMILY
COUNTRY CAJUN
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA
® ALICE
CENTENNIAL
KAZ
MASTERPIECE THEATRE
NFL FOOTBALL SPECIAL
© DALLAS
CINEMA SHOWCASE 'HarUn
ritjr, U&A.' 1»7»
B NEWS
CBS NEWS
NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE Trader
Horn' Stan: Rod Taylor. Anne Heywood.
iCBS LATE MOVIE
NEWS
ABC NEWS
7MCLUB
WITH THIS RING
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EVENWM
*M <S> NEWS
ZOOM
„ ABC NEWS
l:M (S NBC NEWS
CM NEWS
CINEMATIC EYE
. THATS HOLLYWOOD
7N 9 FAMILY AFFADt
MY THREE SONS
MACNETL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
7*t IS BOLLYWOOD SQUARES

POP GOBS THE COUNTRY
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWED GAME
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
THE WHITE SHADOW
EVENING AT SYMPHONY
A COSMIC CHRISTMAS
HEEHAW HONEYS
MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
Suddenly. Lore' Stars: Cindy Williams.
Paul Shenar.
MJLSJB.
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AGRICULTURE USA
FARM REPORT
MOVIE -(WESTERN) *Vi
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HOT FUDGE
DUSTYB TREEHOUSE
ARCHIES
GALAXY GOOF-UPS
POPEYEHOUR
SCOOBY-S ALL-STARS
FANTASTIC FOUR
GODZILLA SUPER M
BUGS BUNNY AND ROAD
RUNNER
B CHALLENGE OF THE SUPER
FRIENDS
9 CINEMATIC EYE
m METRIC MARVELS
® DAFFY DUCK
__
©
TABZAN AND THE SUPER

Bing
Crosby—The
Christmas
Years, a new special hour woven
around highlights from the Christmas
shows of the late entertainer (pictured), whose legendary voice continues to be a part of Christmas, a season
he celebrated in song tor more than
50 years, will be presented on CBS-TV
on Wednesday. Dec 6. with members
of the Crosby family sharing their
memories of Christmases past as they
gather for a holiday reunion
Among the highlights of past Crosby
Christmas shows, which viewers will
watch along with the special's stars.
Kathryn (Mrs Bing) Crosby and the
Crosby children Harry. Mary Frances
and
Nathaniel,
are
memorable
moments with Fred Astaire. David
Bowie. John Byner. Jackie Gleason
Robert Goulet. Michael Landon. The
Mitchell Singing Boys and Connie
Stevens
The Crosby family gathers together
from different parts of the world to
celebrate Christmas and look back at
their Christmases with Bing through
shared memories, and view kinescope
tape and film clips from Bing s Yuletide
performances
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CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK
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BING CROSBY—

AFTERNOON
WRESTLING
SPACE ACADEMY
ABC WEEKEND SPECIAL
FAT ALBERT
NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION
NCAA FOOTBALL
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DONNA FARGO SHOW
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GONG SHOW
FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNETL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WDJ)
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METRIC MARVELS
YOOrS SPACE RACE
FANGFACE
PINK PANTHER SHOW
METRIC MARVELS
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MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
ONE DAY AT A TIME
rl GRANT
NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
NEWS
HANK THOMPSON SHOW
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE
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IN (J§ NEWS
FEELING FREE
ABC NEWS
<:M
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
GJtD.
MUPPETSSHOW

FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNETL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
7:M
DOLLY
M
JIM IN NAME THAT TUNE
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWED GAME
IN
GRANDPA
GOES
TO
WASHINGTON
© CHRISTMAS WITH THE LENNON
MASTERPIECE THEATRE
HAPPY DAYS
l:M
LA VERNE AND SHIRLEY
BIG EVENT MOVIE 'My Husband
Is Missing' Stan: Sally Strntben, Tony
Musante.
© AMERICA SALUTES THE PER
ARTS
CONTEST OF CHAMPIONS
THREE'S COMPANY
111
TAXI
ABC NEWS CLOSEUP
© O NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
CM LATE MOVIE
TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK
•Walking Tall. Part II'Stars BoSvenson.
NoabBsary.
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CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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1. All interviews will be held in the
Division of Career Development &
Placement. 319 Jones Building.
2. Students who wish to schedule interviews must sign-up in person at the
Division Office, 319 Jones Bldg Monday
Friday from 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
3. Interview sign-up starts after
organizations are announced in the FYI or
the Eastern Progress.
4. The minimum requirement for
scheduling an interview is the completion
and filing of a data sheet which is available
in the Division Office, 319 Jones Bldg.

Today

KENTUCKY UTILrnTlES- Danville, Ky.
Positions: Electrical Engineering
Technician
Qualifications: B.S. degree in Industrial
Technology with concentration in Electrical - Electronics areas

Dec. 4

SUMMIT ENGINEERING - Pikeville, Ky.
Positions:
Mining Technician
Engineers
Qualifications: Bachelors or Masters in
Geology or Ind. with Mining exposure

available from 9:00 a.m. - 3.00 p.m. on
Dec. 6th * 7th outside Grill area in Powell
Bldg
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SPIRIT

THE TONIGHT SHOW
CBS LATE MOVIE
POLICE WOMAN-S.W.A.T
TOMORRQW
TAKE FIVE

AND

rGENERAL HOSPITAL
DINAH (THUR . FRI.)
BULLETIN BOARD (THUR.,
CARD SHARKS

BEAT MISSOURI

MARCUS! ■WELBY, M.D
JEOPARDY
PRICE BRIGHT
NEWS BULLETIN
HIGH ROLLERS
HAPPY DAYS
.OP FORTUNE
LOVE OF LIFE
FAMILY FEUD
CBS NEWS

lt:M

TODAY
CBS NEWS
GOOD MORNING AMERICA
CAPTAIN KANGAROO
WEATHER
IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
_ NOT FOR WOMEN ONLY (THUR.,

$©» NEWS

The Division of Career Development &
Placement wishes you very success as you
leave campus to pursue your career objectives. We hope our services have been
of assistance and as the newest alumni of
EKU. a reminder that our programs and
services continue to be available to you.
The alumni Placement Program is one
of eight Division services which can be
used in your job search. This program
includes the direct referral of jobs to your
attention, current Job Vacancy Announcement Mailings and the Duplication
and Mailing of your placement credentials, assuming you have registered for
Placement Services. If you have not
stopped by our office to register and pick up your placement packet, we suggest a
visit before, leaving EKU could be very
beneficial.
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ARTHUR SMITH SHOW
7NCLUB
»
PTL
CLUB-TALK

fcM

DECEMBER 1978 GRADUATES

HAPPY'S HOUR
NEWS BULLETIN
SANTA CLAUS SHOW
PETTICOAT JUNCTION (THUR,

9b ALL IN THE FAMILY (EXC. THUR.,

MORNING

OF

Division Career Development &
Placement: 319 Jones Bldg.; 622-2765
PERSONAL JOB REFERALS
One of the services available to students
and alumni registered with the Career
Development & Placement office is that of
PERSONAL JOB REFERRALS. When a
job vacancy is received in the office, the
qualifications for that specific vacancy are
matched against the qualifications of
registered available candidates in the
field. A JOB MATCH or JOB REFERRAL
is achieved only when the academic
background, degree and or experience, as
well as the type of desired position and
location preference of the candidate are
compatible with the individual job
requirements. Then, within 48 hours of the
time the vacancy is received in the office,
each qualified person receives the job
information directly, either by phone, or
through the mail. One job vacancy can be
referred to as many as 30 individuate or as
few as one. depending on the number of
available qualified candidates registered
for placement services.
Last year, over 6,000 individual jobs
were received in our Division and as a
result, employment opportunities were
abundant. It should be noted, though that
individual JOB REFERRALS are only
available to those registered with the
Career Development It Placement office.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)

Daytime Listings
Monday thru Friday

f THE COUSTEAU ODYSSEY
•2 EIGHT IS ENOUGH
(9) WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIES The Steel Cowboy' Stars:
Jamai BroUo, Rip Torn.
O RING CROSBY: THE CHRISTMAS
YEARS
§ GREAT PERFORMANCES
CHARLIE'S ANGELS
THE JOHNNY CASH CHRISTMAS

THE
PUNX8TAWNEY

7

CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE
INTERN
PROGRAM
The Carnegie Endowment for Internations Peace intern program provides
an opportunity for students who have an
interest in foreign policy, and who may
want to pursue a career in tha area, to

DM. S

TARY SCHOOL
SHANANA
7M V FAMILY AFT AIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
7:M IS THAT GOOD OLE NASHVILLE
MUSK
O BONKERS
W MCK CAVETT SHOW
O NEWLYWED GAME
S.-M W
DKX
CLARK'S
LIVE
WEDNESDAY
gT RUDOLPH THE RED-NOSED

DM.

WKQQ RADIO - Lexington
Positions: Sales Management Trainees
Qualifications: Bachelors degree with
interest in Radio Sales Mgmt. Career.
Note:
Interviewing
December
graduates 1978 and Alumni only.

fiMisJsJ
Wednesday

Dec. s

U.S. AIR FORCE
Positions: Pilots & Navigators *
Qualifications: Associate, Bachelors or
Masters degree in Science, Math or
Technical majors.
Note: General information booth will be

Thursday

Nov. 30

Monday

Wednesday

have a working experience in Washington
Interested applicants must be graduating
seniors i December or May) or students in
their first year or two of graduate school,
of high academic standing, preferably
with course work in some area of international relations. Deadline for 1979 80
applicants is February 1, 1979. More
complete information is available in the
Division of Career Development &
Placement. 319 Jones Bldg.
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AFTERNOON
NOON TODAY
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
>l*,*** PYRAMID
BOB BRAUN SHOW
GUIDING LIGHT
RYAN'S HOPE
ALL MY CHILDREN
DAYS OP OUR LIVES
AS THE WORLD TURNS
ONE UFE TO LIVE
DOCTORS
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
NEWS BULLETIN
ANOTHER WORLD
ALL IN THE FAMILY (THUR..

2:M
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i GET SMART
1 ft M.AS.H.
( 9 OVER EASY

S3*

SESAME STREET
BATMAN
SANTA CLAUS SHOW
GILUGLAN'S ISLAND
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
MISTER ROGERS
BRADY BUNCH
O 0 NEWS
ELECTRIC COMPANY

Inquiries tor WEKU-FM should b*>
dirocttd to Tom Donoho, station manager
at 622-2474.
Information concerning Placement
Pipeline may be obtained from Kurt
Zimmerman, director of placement, at

622-2765.
All items to ba indudad in Dateline should
be tend to Ginny Eager, organizations editor,
by Monday before the data of publication,
or celled into tha office at 622 3106

Lees Little Inn

COMPLETE DINNER INCLUDES:
3 prtcn honey dioped trod chicken
mashed potatoes and gravy col* slaw
and 1 not butter testm biscuit

The Colin Oliver

$159

1

Show

U.S. 25 SOUTH
NEXT TO CLARK-MOORES SCHOOL

Wednesday thru Saturday
8 till 12 pm
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Live Entertainment
At Its Best

FRIDAY

DEC. 1. 78
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NOW SERVING:
Part Hickory Pit Pork Bar-B-Q
AND

E. Main

I

..Downtown

Roaatbeef . Ha. Sud«kk«
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